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technical provider 

    Wishing you all 
a Happy and Prosperous New Year

“ We are pleased Signet Solutions has 
embraced the concept of continuous 
improvement that underpins our 
accreditation regime.”

   elaine Clark, nsaRe’s head of training & skills

Front cover: A new CAF built 25 kV EMU fitted with ETCS for the Auckland Area undergoes testing prior to entry 
into service. Photo by Michael Kilgour
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The non-signalling engineers and managers in the world-wide railway industry still 
consider what signalling and telecommunications engineers do as being difficult and 
“The Black Art”.  There is no reason why the industry should not communicate and be 
educated further, in order that those non-signalling engineers and managers leading 
and controlling signalling projects understand how the building blocks work and fit 
together.  In addition to that, the robust process of testing and commissioning needs 
to be further understood by the whole of the industry and the AFC (Approved for 
Construction) and testing and commissioning processes and procedures should be 
adopted by other disciplines.

The reason why the Tester in Charge needs wheels-free time is not necessarily clear 
to the other disciplines, however, if you are a principles tester trying to set routes and 
verify the controls, unless the railway you are testing is able to be operated with the 
required signalling equipment installed and set to work, he or she cannot complete the 
testing and then there can be a delay to the commissioning programme.  If delays such 
as this occur, the Tester in Charge must re-sequence testing activities to maintain the 
end completion time.  He or she does not have the time when this happens to explain 
and produce a new programme for others to understand what testing remains with only 
a few hours remaining until the planned completion.

Communication and further education must be considered for non-signalling 
engineers and managers in plenty of time before any signalling commissioning takes 
place in the future.  This would hopefully prevent or at least reduce the amount of 
times the Tester in Charge has to be diverted from undertaking the job in hand and be 
allowed to complete the management of the testing and commissioning activities, in 
order to sign in to use a safe and reliable railway.
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Auckland’s New Signalling System
By Noel Burton BSc(Hons) MIRSE
Siemens Rail Automation, Auckland, New Zealand 

SUMMARY
This paper provides a technical description of the new signalling 
system deployed in Auckland by Siemens Rail Automation 
(formally Invensys Rail Systems) to prepare the railway for an 
electrified future while also increasing functionality, capacity, 
reliability and safety.  

The Auckland Metropolitan Resignalling Project (AMRP) is a 
true “turn-key” signalling project with every part of the signalling 
infrastructure being renewed and the addition of Automatic Train 
Protection (ATP), both trackside and on-board.  

In-depth technical descriptions are provided, detailing how the 
project has deployed some of the key signalling sub-systems 
such as 750 axle counters sections, the new Trackguard Westrace 
MkII interlocking product, ETCS Level 1 and an innovative new 
modular signalling system.  

The AMRP provides an insight into what can be achieved with a 
remit from the customer to innovate and improve.

INTRODUCTION
The Auckland Electrification Project (AEP) is responsible for the 
complete electrification of the Auckland metropolitan passenger 
rail network using the 25 kV a.c. electrification system.  The AEP 
is funded by the New Zealand (NZ) government and managed by 
KiwiRail (KR), the infrastructure provider in NZ.  The electrification 
enables the complete replacement of the very old fleet of Diesel 
Multiple Units (DMUs) and diesel loco hauled trains, with brand 
new Electric Multiple Units (EMUs) to offer a much faster service 
with a 5 minute service frequency and longer trains on all lines.

Prior to the start of AEP, the majority of signalling assets 
in Auckland were life expired, some dating from the 
1920s and none were immunised for use with a.c. traction.  
KR commissioned a detailed study which came to the conclusion 
that a full resignalling would provide by far the best value by 
avoiding the complexities of immunising existing installations and 
by providing a reliable system tailored to the busy mixed traffic 
metropolitan railway that Auckland has evolved in to.

Not many railway signalling projects can claim to be more “turn-
key” than the AMRP.  The scope for Siemens Rail Automation 
(SRA) included collaborative development of new “suburban” 
signalling principles, scheme design, capacity modelling and 
detailed design.  The project also involved the provision, 
installation and commissioning of new LED signals, point 
machines, axle counters, location cases, centralised interlockings, 
control centre, fibre Ethernet communication network, power 
system and European Train Control System (ETCS) both trackside 
and onboard 57 trains.

The traditional trackside re-signalling portion of the project 
scope was completed between 2010 and 2012.  Additional works 
to remodel some of the junctions and stations were conducted in 
2013.  In 2013-2014 the ETCS system has been commissioned in 
conjunction with the arrival of the new EMUs.   

Auckland was the first railway to commission a modern modular 
signalling solution, the first to introduce Westrace MkII and the 
first to introduce ETCS into full schedule operation in Australasia. 

PROJECT OVERVIEW
Network Overview and Staging
Figure 1 shows the full extent of the passenger rail network in 
Auckland.  All lines are double track except for the single track 
Onehunga branch which was restored for passenger use during 
the project. 

The signalling system comprises over 1000 Signalling Equivalent 
Units (SEU), where each point end, signal and level crossings 
is counted as a SEU.  This makes it one of the largest single re-
signalling contracts in the world. 

Separable Portions SP1-5 were completed between November 
2010 and June 2012.  

SP1A and 1B were the first priority for KR as these covered the 
area where Rugby World Cup shuttle trains would operate in 
September 2011.  This added significant pressure to the project 
as many of the products being deployed were new, with their 
first in-service application on the busiest part of the system.  This 
critical area was commissioned at the end of 2010.  

Signalling Principles
A move to route-setting interlocking, along with the overlap 
requirements associated with the provision of an Automatic Train 
Protection (ATP) system, and other functional requirements such 
as bi-directional running, meant that KR’s existing signalling 
principles were not compatible with the goals of the new 
signalling system.  At an early stage of the project a number 
of workshops were held with KR’s signalling and operations 
representatives to define a new set of signalling principles.  
Few areas were off limits and most existing KR principles were 
assessed as to how they would work with the proposed high-
capacity mix-traffic railway.  Only principles that were essential 
for safe interoperability with the rest of KR’s 4000 km network, 
such as signal aspects, were considered fixed for the benefit 
of for freight train loco drivers who have to traverse both areas 
regularly.

During this process there was an openness to accept good 
ideas from other railways where applicable rather than re-
inventing principles from scratch.  An example of this was the 
principles surrounding the application of axle counters and the 
resetting of them.  It was observed that the Australian Rail Track 
Corporation (ARTC) principles provided functionality very close 
to what was required.  These were then used as a template and 
fine-tuned for the New Zealand application.

Operational Flexibility and Tools
A key objective of the resignalling was to provide more capacity 
and flexibility for operators, while simultaneously improving 
safety.

New signalling scheme plans were designed by SRA and 
developed into detailed signalling arrangements following 
consultation with the operators.  Signal positioning and spacing 
was reviewed and optimised for four-aspect signalling (previously 
three-aspect was the norm throughout the network).  The new 
signalling provides between 16 and 24 trains per hour (tph). 
headways in different areas.  The ‘advanced caution’ aspects are 
spaced for freight braking and the ‘caution’ aspects for passenger 
train braking.

NEW ZEALAND UPGRADES
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SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
When tackling a project of this size, determining the correct 
system architecture is of the utmost importance.  For both 
interlocking and train control sub-systems the project has utilised 
an architecture which has centralised ‘smarts’ connected to 
many small distributed object controllers or terminals.  This 
allows the most critical equipment to be co-located near to the 
maintenance depot for easy and fast access. This is shown in 
Figure 2.

To remove any single points of failure the interlockings 
have been configured as hot-standby with duplication of 
all components, including interlocking processor modules, 
power supplies, network switches and routers.  However hot-
standby features cannot protect against the very small risk of 
a catastrophic failure to the whole equipment room, such as 
fire.  This is mitigated by having a second Centralised Signalling 
Equipment Room (CSER) with duplicated equipment in a mix of 
hot and warm standby configurations, located in a geographically 
diverse location on the network.

All subsystems on the network, both vital and non-vital, 
communicate using Ethernet IP communications. The distributed 
architecture means that only fibre and power cables are required 
to run long distances between equipment cases along the 
trackside.  This reduces the amount of cabling and simplifies 
engineering from an immunisation standpoint.

Communications
The railway between Quay Park, Westfield, Penrose and 
Newmarket forms a natural ring for a fibre backbone between 
all locations and between the two CSER huts.  Two more rings 
have been created by the provision of permanent third party 
communications links between Swanson and Onehunga and 
another between Papakura and Newmarket.  In this way each 
object controller can communicate back to the interlocking by 
two completely diverse paths which are dual active to provide 
seamless continuation of service in the event of a switch or fibre 
cable failure.

A Hard lesson Learnt
The communications network started out as the very simple 
arrangement provided for the early resignalling of Newmarket 
over Christmas 2009.  The network at this stage consisted of 
less than 10 network switches and one router.  The network used 
dynamic routing protocols which automatically rerouted traffic via 
the best path available.   When the first two formal stages of the 

Full bidirectional operation has been provided in the busy SP1B 
and SP4A areas for maximum flexibility.  All remaining double 
track sections are fitted with SIMplified BI-Directional Signalling 
(SIMBIDS) with crossovers every 5-8 km.  The additional flexibility 
SIMBIDs provides is in regular use, and has been particularly 
useful for the night time electrification construction works. It has 
also proved invaluable to allow services to be continued around 
a failed train during the day or to allow freight trains to overtake 
passenger trains during the off peak.

Intermediate signals on plain line in NZ would typically be 
classed in the rules as ‘stop and proceed’ if at red.  These signals 
are classified in Auckland as ‘stop and stay’ to increase safety 
by enforcing block separation between trains.  To mitigate this 
more restrictive configuration, all of these signals are fitted with 
subsidiary ‘A lights’ (an illuminated miniature “A” stencil aspect) 
which can be turned on by the train controller.  When illuminated 
these turn the signal into a ‘stop and proceed’ signal from a 
rules perspective.  The ‘A lights’ are typically used for authorising 
a train into a section requiring an axle counter sweep or to 
join with a failed train ahead.   The data in the lineside object 
controllers is configured to automatically turn the ‘A lights’ on 
if communication is lost with the central interlocking for more 
than 60 seconds.  This would reduce the workload on the train 
controllers should a major systems/communication failure occur.

The concept of Warner routes was introduced, where it is 
operationally beneficial to not lock the full overlap.  Warner 
routes allow a main aspect to be cleared up to a signal at stop 
where the full overlap cannot be locked due to another move 
occurring ahead of the signal.  As Warner routes had not been 
used before in NZ, workshops were held to decide on the best 
way to indicate the restricted overlap to a driver.  The solution 
agreed was to provide a Dynamic Speed Indicator (DSI) unit 
above the signal in rear which would display the allowable speed 
to approach the next signal and be approach cleared when 
the train’s speed has been proved, thereby mitigating the risk 
of the shorter overlap (typically only 50 m) at the next signal.  
The speed displayed is typically 20 km/h but can be higher if 
a longer, but not full, overlap was available.  Once introduced 
DSIs soon found another application; to improve junction 
signalling.  The default medium speed for diverging junctions 
in NZ is 25 km/h, but in some cases can be 40 or 60 km/h.  In 
cases where it gives performance benefits for the driver to know 
the medium speed route ahead is set for a higher speed (i.e. 
> 25 km/h) route, the signal in rear of the junction signal now 
displays a flashing DSI indication of the higher medium speed so 
that the train is not unduly slowed for the junction.
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main contract were added (SP1A and SP1B) the same network 
architecture was expanded.  This proved to perform adequately 
with some minor alterations.  However with the addition of 
SP2, two large loops were added to the network and the 
dynamic routing started to seriously struggle when some failure 
modes were tested.  Although it worked, re-routings were not 
instantaneous and therefore not suitable for a real time system.  
It quickly became apparent this routing strategy would not scale 
reliably for the next stage of the project which would effectively 
double the number of network nodes and add another two large 
loops to the network topology.

After much analysis and lab testing, an updated network routing 
strategy was developed that avoided the use of dynamic routing 
and virtual gateways in favour of a fixed diversity model with all 
traffic being routed on two physically diverse paths in duplicate.  
This new solution performed excellently and provides seamless 
continuity of service even in the event of a failure by making best 
use of the dual network feature on the interlocking product.

Ethernet networks are widely used throughout the world and 
are relatively simple to set up for small systems.  However this 
project highlighted that careful planning is essential for their use 
in large real-time systems.  This engineering is not necessarily 
straight forward.  For example, the Auckland network has over 
200 network switches, 30 routers and 500+ nodes, but there 
is no simulator available which can guarantee correct real-time 
failure mode simulation of all the networking equipment.  The 
project found subtle differences in the behaviour of networking 

equipment from differing suppliers, as well as the 
behaviours of proprietary interlockings, ETCS and train 
control equipment.  This means the communications 
performance of a system of this size and complexity 
cannot be fully validated until it is installed on site.  
Maintaining a full scale replica in a lab is not realistic as 
the space and cost implications are prohibitive.  The only 
viable solution is to maintain a scaled down lab rig with 
a sample of each type of equipment and very thorough 
desk checking and rechecking.  Even so, some on site 
testing will is always be required.  

As Ethernet connectivity of signalling equipment 
becomes an industry standard for many suppliers, the 
science of Ethernet Network Engineering will become 
more and more important for signalling engineers 
to understand.  This does not mean that Ethernet 
networking need be complicated or feared but like 
all other aspects of signalling engineering, careful 
and methodical design based on proven concepts is 
essential.

Power Supplies
KR required the power supply sub-system to be resilient 
to one cable break and/or a failure of mains power.  
Traditionally for KR this would be satisfied by the 
provision of a generator and the ability to manually cross-
feed from the adjacent power feed points.  For Auckland, 
in addition to the cost of 15-20 generators, this would 
mean that the main trackside power cable would have 
to be sized to supply not only its own area’s power but 
also that required for an adjacent area in times of failure.  
This would effectively double its size.  Also, with route 
setting being introduced there were now some sites 
where a large number of point machines could be called 
simultaneously by a single route.  This would either 
require unfeasibly large power cables or complex point 
sequencing logic which would affect headways.

The engineering team decided to turn this “typical” 
power arrangement on its head and instead provide a 

pseudo Uninterruptable Power Supply (UPS) in each location – 
all 150+ of them!  The “UPS” in each location is made up of a 
48 V 120 Ah battery pack and charger.  The distributed back-up 
arrangement has the following advantages:

• The power reticulation system to locations is limited to a 
simple 400 V a.c. single phase floating supply which only 
needs enough capacity to provide power to the battery 
charger in each object controller location;  

• The power reticulation system does not need to be specified 
to cover for cross feeding to adjacent sites in case of cable 
damage, as battery back-up in locations allows 24 hours for 
cable repair;

• The battery pack in each location case can accommodate 
the inrush and standing load for any point machines.  At 
Westfield Junction for example, some complex routes which 
span many location areas can call 15 point machines to move 
simultaneously.  This results in a combined inrush of around 
150-300 A @120 V d.c. and stable load of 90 A.  This kind 
of simultaneous movement of large number of machines 
would be very hard to accommodate using a traditional direct 
feeder arrangement;

• Guaranteed and stable supply for axle counter and other 
electronic equipment in every location;

• No outages while manual or automatic changeovers are 
operated.
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Figure 2 - This diagram shows the generic system Architecture deployed in 
Auckland for all the major subsystems, including the two geographically diverse 

Centralised Signalling Equipment Rooms (CSERs) The full system diagram is 
much larger as there are now > 150 modular location cases
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SIGNALLING EQUIPMENT
Interlockings
The new Westrace Mk II interlocking product was offered for this 
project as it provided substantial speed and capacity benefits.  
However it brought with it to the project the risks associated with 
being an unproven product, as it was still in R&D development 
at the time of contract award.  KR agreed with SRA’s assessment 
that the benefits of the new product outweighed the risks, 
especially over the life span of the installation.

A trial site was established elsewhere in New Zealand in a 
25 kV a.c. electrified area to demonstrate to KR the reliability 
of the product.  This four module trial site in Hamilton is still in 
operation and by 2014 had completed a staggering 450 million 
I/O changes of state without fault.  There are now over 1500 
MkII modules installed in Auckland with a combined 36 million 
module hours of service time (Sept 2014).  Following the success 
in Auckland, the product has been used on a further six other 
projects in NZ over the last two years and introduced onto other 
railways in the UK, Singapore, Spain and Australia.

As shown in Figure 2 (also see System Architecture section 
above) the interlocking architecture has centralised hot-standby 
interlockings with remote distributed object controllers to 
interface to the signalling objects.  There are nine centralised 
interlockings, each communicating with between 15 and 40 
object controllers in the field.  Both the interlockings and object 
controllers use Westrace MkII and are made up of four main 
modules.

Processor Module (PM)
The PM is the programmable logic card of the system.  Each 
interlocking has two PMs which run in a hot standby configuration 
for maximum availability.  The whole Auckland network could 
have been controlled by a single pair of PMs. However, this 
would not have been practical for system commissioning or 
maintenance.  Therefore, the system was divided into 9 relatively 
small interlocking areas to suit the commissioning staging plan.  
This strategy allowed all interlocking boundaries to be placed in 
ideal positions (i.e. on plain line sections) and also allowed work 
on the data design for various stages to progress in parallel.  This 
was more advantageous than the cost saving of providing less 
hardware.
The PM is programmed using a laptop via an Ethernet 

connection in one to two seconds.  The data is stored on the 
backplane, so this process doesn’t have to be repeated if the 
module has to be replaced for maintenance reasons.

Parallel Input Module (PIM)
The PIM has twelve 50 V d.c. voltage sensing inputs.  On this 
project they are used for point detection, axle counter inputs 
(both track clear and track occupied are positively provided to 
the interlocking) and level crossing status indications.

Relay Output Module (ROM)
The ROM has eight isolated, double cut, 50 V d.c. outputs.  The 
ROMs are used to drive Q-style relay contactors for operating the 
point machine high current drives.  ROM outputs are also used to 
provide remote reset commands to the axle counters.

Lamp Output Module (LOM)
The LOM has six 110 V a.c. current-sensed double cut outputs.  
Each output can be configured to flash at a selectable rate.  A 
useful feature is that the characteristics for lamp proving can be 
configured in data for each output.  This is extremely useful as 
quite often there are different characteristics between different 
types of signal lamps.  Over-current protection is also provided 
that will detect if one output is driving more than its intended 

load (such as a wrong side failure caused by a crushed multi-core 
cable) and shut down that output.  A ‘Red Retain’ board mounted 
behind the LOM allows up to 2 outputs to default to displaying a 
red aspect in event of LOM failure or the LOM is removed.  This 
avoids the need for any bespoke free wiring of additional relays 
to achieve this functionality.

Notable interlocking data features
Every signal and point is provided with a ‘blocking’ command for 
the train controller to bar its operation.  At interlocking start-up 
all blocks are in their safe state, i.e. “block applied”.   However, 
the warm standby disaster recovery interlockings in the second 
Centralised Signalling Equipment Room (CSER-B) do not share 
memory states with the live interlockings, so if control has to be 
switched to them all block memory would be lost.  It would take 
a long time to remove all of the blocking and this also presented 
a risk of accidentally removing intentional blocking by mistake.  
To eliminate this problem each object controller has a latch in its 
data which confirms that there are no blocks for the signals and/
or points controlled by that location currently applied.  When an 
interlocking starts up it checks this latch in the object controller.  
If set high, it selects all the corresponding blocks for that location 
area as “block not applied”.  This is also very useful when the 
interlocking data is changed.

Another notable feature of the new interlocking and object 
controller data in Auckland is the provision of full aspect 
degradation functionality for all main signals.  Signals 
automatically degrade to the next lower available aspect upon 
a lamp failure and the aspect sequence for signal(s) in rear is 
automatically updated. 

Train Detection
Axle counters were assessed to be the best solution to provide 
a.c. immunisation, allow simple dual rail traction return and to 
remove the requirement for any possession time to complete the 
testing of train detection equipment.

A distributed solution using Frauscher ACS2000 axle counters 
has been deployed.  Each of the 150+ object controller locations 
has its own small set of 4-12 axle counter sections, with counting 
heads driven directly from the location.  

To provide extra system resilience in critical areas, such as the 
throat of the main terminus, duplicate counting heads have 
been provided on crossovers.  The train detection sections on 
the up and down line are therefore completely independent and 

Figure 3 - An Engineer testing changes to the communications network 
at night –the team had to allow enough time to restore the old 

configuration before the morning service started at 0400. This meant 
the actual engineering time allowed was limited to 1-2 hours.
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not reliant on a common head, thereby limiting the operational 
impact of a single track section failure.

At road level crossings axle counters are not used to provide the 
island track section.  Instead the island track function is provided 
by a short d.c. track circuit.  This allows hi-rail vehicles to on/off 
track at level crossings without causing a miscount on the axle 
counter system.   However a technical solution is yet to be found 
to prevent hi-rails swapping from up to down line mid-section 
during night time possessions!

Signals
The new Auckland signalling system has 330 main controlled 

signals, 120 intermediate signals (autos) and 86 ground signals.  
All main signals are fitted with subsidiary “low speed” aspects 
which allow for permissive moves to all routes.  

KR and SRA jointly developed a new folding mast signal 
post design that would have two benefits in Auckland over 
the traditional fixed post and ladder arrangement.  Primarily it 
removes the safety risk for the KR signal maintainers to have 
to work at height up a signal post ladder and the associated 
complications of meeting future working at heights legislation.  
It also removes the need for overhead electrification protection 
cages for each signal structure.

A disconnection box is provided inside the mast to allow a 
transition to a more flexible multi-core cable that is required to 
enable a tight 90 degree bend when folded.

Signal position proving was discussed but KR felt the added 
potential point of failure did not justify its provision.  The risks 
associated with dropping of signals for maintenance could be 
adequately managed through operational procedures and would 
be further mitigated in the future by ETCS.

Points
Over 250 point ends are controlled by the new interlockings in 
Auckland.  A small percentage of these were already fitted with 
Westinghouse M23A or TD84M point machines.  All others were 
upgraded to new a.c. immune, d.c. permanent magnet M23A 
machines.  These machines have an integrated manual control 
lever for operation by train crews in the event of a failure.  This 
feature of the point machine was originally intended for very 
remote CTC loops where waiting for a maintainer to wind points 
could entail a delay of many hours. However in a busy metro 

area, the delay for a maintainer to get to site through traffic 
can also be very disruptive, so the ability for train crews to get 
operations moving within five minutes is also very useful.

Level Crossings
There are 52 level crossings in Auckland; 36 road and 16 
pedestrian.  All road crossings are of an automatic half barrier 
type, with the majority of pedestrian crossings having light and 
bell protection only, except a few high risk crossings which have 
automatic gates as well.

The interlockings control the activation logic for all the 
crossings, which are all fully bi-directional.  The majority of 
crossings also have stopper/express controls as many are situated 
close to a station.  The level crossing location cases which house 
the circuitry for the warning devices and island track circuits 
have been replaced for 50% of the crossings, where they were 
considered life expired by KR.  For the other 50% of crossings 
which had only recently been renewed by other projects, they 
were retained and immunised.

Lessons Learnt
Although 25 crossing locations were retained due to their relative 
youth, in nearly all cases it became evident after commissioning 
that it would have been more efficient to have replaced them 
with brand new locations.  Particularly when the costs associated 
with correlation, specific design and testing were accounted for.  
Each one was, of course, subtly different despite being based on 
a common design.

Another lesson learnt was that the introduction of axle 
counters on the network has changed the way hi-rails interact 
with level crossings.  KR hi-rail vehicles have insulated/rubber 
tracked wheels so as not to operate track circuits.  This means 
that if any hi-rail vehicle is working within the strike in area of 
a level crossing in an axle counter area it will now cause the 
alarms to activate where traditionally with track circuits it would 
not.  As part of the standard KR level crossing circuit design, 
every crossing is fitted with a manual control switch that allows 
a maintainer to override the crossing controls and raise the 
barriers if required because of a fault.   Operation of this manual 
control (which is interlocked with the protecting signals) is now a 
standard task prior to any on track work near a level crossing.  To 
mitigate this new inefficiency remote manual control of the level 
crossings is now being investigated.

Left: Figure 4 - An Object Controller housing with hot standby PM modules. Each card is hot swappable and totally enclosed which has resulted 
in less damaged cards during the build phase compared with older open PCB card systems.
Centre: Figure 5 - A folding Signal mast with the key features annotated
Right: Figure 6 - A Westinghouse M23A dual controlled point machine. Dual controlled means it can be either electrically driven or manually 
operated with the built-in point lever
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Lockouts
Over 75 separate lockout zones have been provided across the 
network.  The lockouts provide trackside staff with a safety critical 
mechanism to co-operatively protect themselves and the ability 
to place a physical ‘tag out’ padlock on their protection once 
given.

The provision of such lockouts is not standard practice in 
New Zealand.  As such when the first stages of the project were 
commissioned this new form of worksite protection was viewed 
by most trackside users with considerable scepticism given their 
rarity and the user’s lack of confidence using them.  Now, a few 
years later, the lockouts are used extensively almost every night.  
For the final phase of the project in 2012 (SP5C) it was proposed 
not to commission the lockouts due to further stageworks 
planned in this area for the next 12 months.  Ironically, the 
contractors working in this area said they must have the lockouts 
to work safely.  This is a good example of how new technology is 
often rejected by the intended end users initially but that with the 
correct training and given time it can be adopted and even be 
credited with being useful!

MODULAR SIGNALLING
It was known from the project’s outset that approximately 
140-150 object controller location cases would be required 
to provide the distributed local I/O functionality for all of 
the signalling objects in the metropolitan area.  A benefit of 
the “all new equipment” mantra ensured the same common 
requirements were going to be present for all locations, such 
as interfacing to axle counters, signal lighting, point machine 
operation, etc.  The team considered that the project was of 
the required critical mass to support the development of a 
new modular approach.  A modular strategy for the design, 
construction and testing of the object controller locations was 
therefore included as a key part of the tender response for the 
project and enthusiastically encouraged by KR.  

Modular Overview
The modular signalling solution used in Auckland can be 
summarised into three key principles:

• Simple drag and drop design;
• Locations built from a small number of factory built and pre-

tested ‘Plug and Play’ interface modules;
• Simple module and object controller interconnection with 

pre-tested plug coupled harnesses.
The designer has the following modules to select from; 
Power, Network Communication, Axle Counter, Signal, Points, 
Miscellaneous Input and Miscellaneous Output.  

A typical full object controller location can drive around 10-
15 SEUs, therefore there are only a few areas on the network 
where the density of equipment justifies more than one location 
immediately next to each other.

All of the modules are housed in half 19” rack columns and are 
simply bolted to the chassis with four cage nuts.  All modules 
have a window slot in the door which lines up with the fuses 
and surge arrestors which are of an indicator type to enable a 
maintainer to quickly identify a failed circuit upon arrival.

The modules are mass produced off site by a subcontractor 
in Christchurch.  They undergo automated bell testing process 
that monitors all connections on the module as each circuit is 
automatically megger tested to detect any shorts or incorrect 
connections within the module.  Still in a factory environment, 
the modules are tested using a Westrace-based safety-critical 
semi-automated function testing machine, which replicates the 
functioning that would normally be performed by a signalling 
function tester.   

Each modular location case also has between two and three 
equipment housings, each of which can hold up to five cards.  

All of the modules are connected to each other and to the I/O 
cards using modular plug-coupled harnesses.  These are also 
made and tested in the same factory environment.

The locations were then quickly assembled in Auckland just 
before delivery to site.  Verification testing was limited to 
checking the position and interconnection of each module.

The circuit design for each location just shows the modules 
as black boxes interconnected together and their external 
circuits (i.e. to points, signals).  All the circuits for the internals 
of the modules and harnesses are captured in a Generic 
Circuits Handbook with is issued to each maintainer and are not 
reproduced unnecessarily in each location design set.

Module Details
Power Module
Each object controller location has an externally mounted ‘power 
box’ which houses the high voltage 400 V distribution switching 
and fusing, as well as a 400/110 V a.c. transformer.  These again 
are standard modules which are pre-wired by the transformer 
supplier in Australia and then simply bolted onto the side of the 
location in Auckland.

The 110 V a.c. is then fed inside the location and straight into 
the power module.  A 110 V a.c. to 48 V d.c. charger provides 
a constant top-up charge to the battery pack which is also 
connected to the main 48 V d.c. bus bar allowing batteries or the 
charger to be disconnected for maintenance without disrupting 
the system.

Two 48 V to 24 V d.c.-d.c. converters provide a redundant 
power supply for the Westrace and networking equipment.  

Figure 7 - The front of a modular location case. The Left hand 
column (A) always houses a power module and battery pack. Along 
the top of columns C – E are the Westrace object controller cards 

colour coded. The Equipment in column C is the axle counter system 
and the ETCS LEU module
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A 48 V d.c. to 110 V a.c. 
inverter provides a 
UPS supply for signal 
lighting from the 
battery pack, although 
the power module will 
automatically switch to 
the 110 V mains supply 
if the inverter were to 
fail. 

There are three 
different types of power 
modules (0 points, 1-2 
points and 3-4 points).  
For the types that can 
support points they 
are provided with a 
number of 48 V to 120 
V d.c.-d.c. converters in 
parallel to provide 120 
V d.c. at the required 
currents. The power 
module also includes 

a number of power failure alarms and Earth Leakage Detectors 
(ELDs) for all external bus bars.

Network Interface Module
Each location has one Network Interface Module.  There are 
four types of module available depending on the complexity 
of the node, containing differing combinations of the following 
equipment (dependent on module):

• Industrial robust network switch(es) with Ethernet ports 
for connecting to the local object controller and the ETCS 
LEU.  These both communicate using the Westrace Network 
Communications (WNC) vital protocol over Ethernet.  These 
switches also have fibre Ethernet ports which are used to 
provide a 1 Gb/s connection to the next location in either 
direction along the track;

• Where the location is at the boundary of a logical section a 
router is provided to enforce VLAN segregation and diverse 
routing of the dual communications back to the interlocking.  
This typically occurs at an interlocking boundary or a node 
point where 3 lines meet;

• Two or more RS232-to-fibre multiplexing modems.  Each 
axle counter section that fringes to the next location does 
so through an RS232 channel.  Multiplexing through fibre 
avoids traction immunity issues or the need for long copper 
communications cables.

Signal Module
Each LOM card in the interlocking is directly interfaced to one 
Signal Module.  The Signal Module provides an isolated 110 V 
a.c. supply to the LOM via the same harness that then receives 
the switched 110 V a.c. outputs back.  These 6 outputs are 
then simply interfaced to the tail cable entering the location via 
surge arresters that also form a mini termination rack within the 
module.

Point Module
A modular location can support between zero and four point 
modules.  Each point end requires one point module.  The 
point module is the only module which contains any relays; two 
contactors for the high current point drive power.  One PIM and 
one ROM card provide all the inputs and outputs required for up 
to four point ends.  When more than one Point Module is present 
in a location the top one is connected to the Westrace cards 
and the others are simply daisy chained together below.  Due 

to the step up of input and output circuits in the interconnecting 
harnesses, the point modules are all the same, as are the 
interconnecting harnesses.

Axle Counter Interface Module
This module houses all the wiring required to power and interface 
a PIM and ROM to the Frauscher axle counter equipment.  This 
includes circuits for track occupancy and vacancy, as well as reset 
commands from the interlocking.  

General Purpose Input and Output Modules
These modules contain no special circuitry but just provide surge 
protected input and output termination points for generic 50 V 
circuits to PIMs and ROMs respectively.  They are typically used 
for interfacing to level crossing locations and lockout zone control 
boxes.

Theory into Practice
Undoubtedly AMRP was not the first project to discover the 
promised benefits of a modular approach (regardless of its 
context) are not as easily extracted as they are sometimes initially 
anticipated.  As with any new strategy, modular has its challenges 
in deployment, especially on a first attempt.

One thing that became evident very quickly on the project is 
that with modular, everything becomes about logistics.  If a last 
minute design alteration creates a shortage of a signal module 
or a specific type of harness, staff cannot just make one up on 
site with parts from a local supplier.  This was mitigated as the 
project progressed by having sufficient spares of all parts in stock 
running up to each commissioning and locking down design as 
early as possible.
It was also found that a modular solution needs time to become 

effective.  There are obviously a lot of up-front expenses with 
developing the system, the factory testing tools, safety cases 
and documentation.  However other, more hidden, inefficiencies 
are involved in getting the whole deployment team to “think 
modular”.  In the early stages of the project certain personnel 
even considered it a threat to their jobs.  However the team 
gradually gained trust that it was a good solution that they 
could trust.  They saw it would allow them to spend less time on 
repetitive, boring tasks and instead focus on more interesting 
work. Eventually, it became the accepted norm.
There was a concern at the start of the project that the 

modular solution would not cater for all scenarios and therefore 
efficiencies would be lost by requiring miscellaneous free wiring 
for all the interfaces that had been ‘forgotten about’ when the 
system was specified.  It is pleasing to report that this problem 
did not eventuate with less than 5% of locations having any free 
wiring in them.
The time taken for location build, installation and site testing 

have steadily reduced as the project progressed and the teams 
learnt to use all the features of a modular system to their 
advantage.  This has demonstrated that the modular approach is 
not necessarily an overnight efficiency gain, but one that grows 
with time and experience.

AUTOMATIC TRAIN PROTECTION
As part of the project a standard European Train Control System 
(ETCS) Level 1 Automatic Train Protection (ATP) solution has 
been provided.  New Zealand is a place where cross-border 
interoperability with other nation’s railways is never going 
to be a requirement, but ETCS was selected by KR as their 
preferred future ATP technology so as to gain the benefits of a 
standardised system with multiple supplier support in the future.

As with the production of the signalling principles, a number 
of collaborative workshops were held with KR’s signalling 

Figure 8 - Front of power module 
showing charger, fuses and terminals, 

ELDs and changeover/alarm relays
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engineering team and operators to develop the ETCS principles 
for Auckland.  At many stages throughout this process it was 
very tempting to customise the ETCS solution to make it fit 
better with existing KR rules.  However, in each case after careful 
consideration, the same conclusion was always reached, that the 
downsides of customisation outweighed the benefits proposed.  

It may be questioned why a set of ETCS principles were needed 
at all if the ETCS standards were not going to be added to or 
“bent” for this project.  The reason is that ETCS, even in its 
standard form, offers a variety of different methods to solve 
the same problem and is highly customisable.  Choices must 
therefore be made, even from the standard options available.

Trackside Fitment
All main signals including those provided for SIMBIDS 
movements are fitted with ETCS.  Each signal has a balise group 
consisting of one fixed and one controlled balise.  The controlled 
balise is driven by a Lineside Electronic Unit (LEU) in the object 
controller location case which can control up to 4 signal balise 
groups.  By communicating via WNC with the object controller, 
the LEU knows the state of all signals and facing points for three 
block sections ahead.  It uses this information to select the 
correct telegram to send to the train.

The system has been designed to minimise any adverse effect 
on operational performance as much as possible.  For example 
to take best advantage of the excellent braking characteristics 
of the new EMUs, the system has been configured with on-
board calculated release speeds which result in typical release 
speeds around 40-50% of line speed for the new EMUs.  This 
still means that the system will be safely compatible with existing 
rolling stock if this is retro-fitted with ETCS in the future, albeit 
with more restrictive release speeds depending on their braking 
performance.

Onboard Fitment
Auckland will eventually have a fleet of 57 x three-car EMUs.  By 
September 2014 twenty of these had been commissioned with 
ETCS by SRA with the rest due to arrive in the country by mid-
2015.

Each three-car EMU is fitted with a single, centralised, European 
Vital Computer (EVC) that drives the Invensys Balise Reader (IBR) 
and a Driver Machine Interface (DMI) at each end of the train.  
SRA worked closely with the train builder CAF (Construcciones 
y Auxiliar de Ferrocarriles) to integrate the ETCS equipment in 
the train at the earliest design stage.  Installation and Factory 
Acceptance Testing (FAT) testing is completed at the CAF factory 

in Spain but due to a lack of test track facilities there, dynamic 
testing is left to complete for each unit when it arrives in NZ.

Current Status
The ETCS trackside system was commissioned in 2013 and used 
by Auckland transport to activate an Electronic Train Stop system 
fitted to the existing rolling stock to mitigate the interim SPAD 
risk on these trains until they are replaced by the EMUs in 2015.

After the first EMU was commissioned with ETCS a program 
of integration testing between the on-board and train was 
undertaken to validate all of the ETCS principles and test 
functionality unable to be simulated in a lab environment. 

The system was commissioned for full ETCS use on the 
Onehunga line prior to the start of passenger operation and is 
now also commissioned for all lines .

To date all passenger services operated by the new EMUs in 
Auckland have been under the supervision of ETCS and although 
there is a steep learning curve for the operators and infrastructure 
owners, the introduction has been relatively smooth and 
uneventful compared to the advance in safety gained.

TRAIN CONTROL
Before the project commenced, Auckland’s rail network had a 
complex mix of control technologies in use and what can best 
be described as fragmented overall control visibility.  Two of 
the central stations had Alstom VPI electronic interlockings 
which were controlled by a local “RealFlex” unit lever VDU 
based control system.  Papakura and Otahuhu were controlled 
by Westinghouse miniature “Style L” frames and Wiri had 
another Style L frame but was normally left switched out.  Other 
relay interlocked junctions had remote control from a RealFlex 
unit lever panel in KiwiRail’s National Train Control centre in 
Wellington.  All of these controlled areas were connected by dark 
territory automatic double line block sections.

Centralised Train Control
The AMRP included the replacement of all existing control 
infrastructure with a new train control system at KR’s National 
Train Control Centre in Wellington.  Back-up local control desks 
are provided at Britomart.  This is a disaster recovery measure 
in case the redundant/diverse links to Wellington are all lost or 
the train control centre in Wellington has to be evacuated in an 
emergency, such as an earthquake.

Figure 9 - Programming ETCS balises with their fixed telegrams. Figure 10 - One of the train graph screens
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The new Rail9000 train control system provided an instant 
increase in productivity with the introduction of route setting.  
This drastically reduced the number of mouse operations 
for complex route selection compared to the old unit lever 
arrangement where each set of points had to be controlled 
individually before a signal could be cleared.  The system is 
scalable with terminals for four signallers during peak times, 
reducing to only one operator to run the entire system during 
night time. The Rail9000 system goes beyond simple train control 
functionality and also provides tools such as long route selection, 
full timetable integration for the train describer, Automatic Route 
Setting (ARS) and automated train graph production.

The train control system runs on two centralised servers that 
are co-located with the interlockings as shown in figure 2.  These 
servers provide hot standby back-up.  Each of the workstations 
is a slave terminal that can be set up to an individual user’s 
preferences.

TESTING AND COMMISSIONING
The testing and commissioning strategy was a key consideration 
when planning the deployment of such a large and multi-faceted 
project.  Many of the technology decisions taken, such as the use 
of axle counters and modular signalling, were influenced by the 
need to work around an existing 24 hour railway and to make the 
process of testing and commissioning this “off shore” project as 
efficient as possible.

Modular Testing Approach
The modular equipment used within the object controller 
locations on this project were specifically designed to reduce site 
installation and testing time.  As all the modules and harnesses 
are fully inspected, continuity and function tested in the factory 
where they are built, on site testing was limited to three activities; 

• Location case build verification;
• Verification and function testing on site of field equipment 

(such as axle counters) and cable terminations;
• A final full correspondence test of every input and output of 

the system back to the diagnostic and control systems.
The last activity is split into two phases; correspondence testing 
that can be completed prior to the commissioning while the 
existing signalling is still in operation and the remaining testing 
which can only be completed at commissioning, after final 
change over.  

Minimum Commissioning Periods
Other than at Christmas, extended block of line periods for 
commissioning were not available.  Therefore the project was 
engineered to maximise the amount of correspondence testing 
that could be completed prior to the commissioning.  This goal 
was successfully achieved on the project by completing the 
following prior to the commissioning:

• 100% of axle counters fully corresponded prior to 
commissioning as they are an overlay system.  Once this 
is completed they could also be monitored for reliability 
which provided a few weeks of soak testing prior to entering 
service;

• To enable all signal aspects to be corresponded in advance, 
point detection simulators were developed that could be 
plug coupled onto the test port on each point module.  This 
allowed the panel tester to set any route on the new panel 
pre-commissioning and all points will appear to move to 
the required position, whereas on the ground nothing has 
actually moved.  Signals were all fitted with blanking front 
covers which block all light from any drivers, but allow a tester 
standing directly below the signal to see a thin line of light for 

each aspect.  Therefore on commissioning nothing more than 
removing this cover was required for each signal;

• All interlocking functions were fully principles tested off site 
on an interlocking simulator.

This strategy meant that the only correspondence and principles 
testing required at the commissioning was:

• Correspondence of all points once changed over;
• Correspondence and principles testing of any fringes to 

existing signalling;
• Correspondence of any level crossings changed over on the 

commissioning and their associated d.c. track circuits.
In June 2011 due to a number of factors it became necessary to 
commission a very large area in one commissioning with only a 
36 hour block of line.  This commissioning of the SP4A, 4B and 
5A areas doubled the number of signalling assets under control 
of the new system.  This was quite a big increase in terms of 
commissioning magnitude as the already commissioned areas 
of SP1A, Newmarket, SP1B and SP2 had been introduced over 
4 commissionings.  None of these previous commissionings 
had less than 48 hours for the block of line.  It was therefore felt 
necessary to introduce some further measures to remove work 
from the final commissioning period, including:

• Pre-changeover where possible of old point machines 
with the new type prior to commissioning on nights which 
required power modifications to the existing interlocking 
circuits;

• Double studding of control and detection circuits on all 
point machines for old and new circuits.  This allowed the 
point simulators to be removed and links inserted at night to 
perform all correspondence testing to the new interlocking 
prior to commissioning.  At the commissioning itself, only a 
very quick Normal/Reverse confidence test was required after 
the original tail cables were disconnected and final wire count 
completed.  This also meant no contingency allowance was 
needed to be provided in the commissioning programme for 
points;

• A switchable fringe (interface to adjacent existing interlocking 
circuits) was employed.  By changing of links in the fringe 
location it allowed for either the new or old fringe circuits to 
be connected to the existing location.  In this way the fringe 
could be fully corresponded and principles tested prior to the 
final commissioning.

All of these extra mitigations proved to be superbly effective in 
slashing the time requirements and reducing the risk profile for 
the actual commissioning to an extremely low level.  This resulted 
in the commissioning being completed within the allotted 36 
hours.  This was quite an achievement as it involved bringing 
314 SEUs including 90 point changeovers and 131 axle counters, 
into revenue service.

Testing Outcomes
The holy grail of any signalling project is to complete all testing 
prior to the actual commissioning, thereby reducing the block 
of line hours to a minimum.  Achieving maximum pre-testing 
also reduces the risk for the part of any project’s lifecycle where 
additional time is often not available for unplanned problems.  

The Auckland project has successfully proved that it is possible 
to achieve this minimal commissioning goal through such 
techniques as:

• The adoption of overlay technologies;
• Full signal replacement;
• Using the capacity and flexibility of new CBIs advantageously, 

and;
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• The use of modular signalling and other special testing 
strategies to mitigate the remaining technical risks at the 
commissioning such as point simulators and switchable fringe 
interface circuitry.

Another finding from the testing was that the use of modular 
location technology resulted in zero faults being detected with 
the location circuits.  Therefore, no contingency time for this 
testing needed to be allowed in the program.  The only area 
where problems were encountered on the commissioning was 
with the immunisation of existing Level Crossing locations.  
Even with very thorough pre-testing and correlation it was 
impossible to remove all the risk of further anomalies being 
found at commissioning and thereby putting the commissioning 
timeframe at risk.

CONCLUSION
The project demonstrated what can be achieved when a full 
renewal strategy is adopted.  It has shown how innovative 
thinking can bring operational functionality and commissioning 
benefits to the science of traditional signalling projects. 

Hindsight
The success of the ‘renewal over upgrade’ mantra on a macro 
level for the whole project was contradicted by the test and 
commissioning challenges at the micro level.  Small packets of 
work to immunise rather than replace Level Crossing locations 
proved to be one of the most time consuming, costly and highest 
risk activities on the project.  This would have been mitigated 
by avoiding the reuse of even just a small amount of existing 
equipment.

Another area where interesting lessons have been learnt is 
with the concept of modularisation.  Here the lesson was not to 
underestimate the initial investment level required or the practice 
needed to adapt skill sets and thinking to fit around the logistics 
centric world of modular signalling.

Positives
Interestingly, areas which were considered as high risk, such as 
engineering innovation and new products like Westrace Mk II and 
modular signalling actually performed extremely well and have 
delivered great benefits to the project team and customer. 

The project also demonstrated that when the commissioning 
and technology strategy is right, this should be capitalised upon 
by making commissionings as big as possible.  This may seem 
counter intuitive from a risk point of view but the successes 
described in this paper support the argument that one very 
large but extremely well planned commissioning with full overlay 
technologies is less risky that a number of smaller more bespoke 
ones.

Auckland now has one of the most technologically advanced 
traditional signalling systems which has delivered huge increases 
in flexibility, performance, capacity and safety.  To add the 
icing to the cake Auckland is also the first city in Australasia 
with scheduled services on one line operating 100% with ETCS 
protection and in 2015 will probably be the first city in the world 
to have all passenger train movements protected by ETCS.  

TENCONI steel construction department has a reputation of excellence also for the 
manufacture of special steel hollow sleepers, low friction slide chairs, insulated base 
plates and many other railway products.

TENCONI SA
Mechanical workshop
CH-6780 Airolo

For more information contact:
Sales manager: Fabrizio Lucchini
Tel.: +41 91 873 30 00
Mobile: +41 79 435 59 84
E-Mail: lucchinifabrizio@tenconi.ch

Manufacture of Insulated Rail Joints
in Hardomid for Railways and of 
special hollow sleepers
TENCONI plastic division is the only manufacturer of the high quality insulated
rail joints also called "BENKLER" joints. The pieces are produced also in small
batches, according to customers' specifications and needs.

TEN 01/10 Annuncio 190x130 mm.qxd:01/10 Tenconi Annuncio 190x130 mm  8.6.2010  15:20  Pagina 1
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SUMMARY
In 2008, with the complete resignalling of the Auckland 
metropolitan rail network for electrification firmly on the cards, 
the question was asked what should be done about train 
protection.  

This paper will revisit some of the original thinking behind the 
deployment of the European Train Control System (ETCS) Level 1 
technology in Auckland including the Automatic Train Protection 
(ATP) risk study, procurement methodology, and principles of 
application.  

The paper will also give an update on the status of the ETCS 
rollout in Auckland highlighting the progress to date, pitfalls 
encountered, and successes covering:

• Obtaining, validating, and integrating track data;
• Operational considerations (balise placement, in-fill, release 

speeds, performance);
• Managing residual risk;
• Testing schedule and roll out of trackside system;
• Lessons learned.

INTRODUCTION
Auckland is located in the North Island of New Zealand.  The city 
has a population of around 1.5 million people and accounts for 
over 35% of the nation’s Gross Domestic Product.

The Auckland Metropolitan Rail Network is made up of a 
collection of lines that form part of a wider national rail network.  
The network carries a variety of traffic including Electric Multiple 
Units (EMUs), Diesel Multiple Units (DMUs), locomotive hauled 
commuter trains, long distance passenger trains, freight shunt 
services, and freight trains (up to 900 m long).     

The Auckland Electrification Project (AEP), which started in 
2008, is responsible for the electrification of the network from 
Papakura to Swanson using a 25 kV a.c. electrification system.  
The AEP is funded by the New Zealand government and 
managed by Kiwi Rail, the rail infrastructure provider in New 
Zealand.

Auckland Transport (AT) is also in the process of replacing the 
very old fleet of DMU and loco hauled commuter trains, with 
new EMUs to offer an improved service including a 10 minute 
service frequency on the three main lines (Western, Southern and 
Manukau).

The existing signalling infrastructure in Auckland prior to 
the AEP was not immunised for use with a.c. traction and was 
generally life expired with some parts dating from the 1920s.  
A detailed study was undertaken which concluded that a full 
resignalling would provide by far the best value.  It would avoid 
the complexities of modifying existing installations, and provide a 
complete and consistent solution built from the new technologies 
that had become available in recent years.

Once the decision had been made to completely re-signal 
Auckland, the question was asked:“What should be done about 
train protection?”  After a series of studies and an Expression of 
Interest (EOI) being issued to the market, it became apparent 
that the more appropriate question was: “Was there any 
justification not to install some form of train protection?”

NEW ZEALAND UPGRADES

ETCS Level 1 in Auckland
By James Clendon BE (Hons) CPEng (NZ) MIPENZ, MIRSE
KiwiRail, New Zealand 

The contract for the resignalling was awarded to Siemens 
(formerly Invensys and Westinghouse) in February 2009.  The 
project delivered the first true ETCS (European Train Control 
System) Level 1 system in the Southern Hemisphere [2], entering 
passenger service on the first routes on Sunday 27th April 
2014.  There have been a significant number of lessons learned 
that could possibly help future rollouts of ETCS, particularly 
those based on brownfield metro style railways with legacy 
track configurations, large numbers of level crossings, mixed 
traffic (freight and passenger), and significant existing capacity 
constraints.

BACKGROUND
What is ETCS?
ETCS is a signalling, control and train protection system 
developed and specified by the European signalling suppliers 
(UNISIG), European Railways, and the GSM-R industry acting 
together under the guidance of the European Commission.  
ETCS has been adopted widely around the world and has 
become an internationally accepted standard.

ETCS is a train protection system that consists of trackside 
transponders known as “balises” [3] as well as control systems 
installed in the train providing cab signalling and intermittent 
and/or continuous track to train data transmission.  Figure 1 
shows the key components of an ETCS system.

The system provides the movement authority information to the 
drivers via a display in the cab which shows how far and fast they 
can proceed (in conjunction with the trackside colour light signals 
if used).  If the system anticipates that the limits of the movement 
authority are going to be exceeded by the train it will intervene 
and apply the brakes.    

ETCS can be deployed in different “Levels”.  Level 1 only 
provides updates to the train as it passes a signal (balise).  The 
balises are linked to the signals or interlockings via a Lineside 
Electronic Unit (LEU) which transmits route data as a movement 
authority to the trains.  The on-board computer continually 
monitors and calculates the maximum permitted speed and the 
braking curve.

Balise
LEU

Doppler RadarsTachometers

Vital 
Computer

Driver Machine Interface

Antenna

Emergency Brake

Service Brake

Interlocking

Figure 1 - Components of an ETCS Level 1 System
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Level 2 systems include a digital radio communication system 
between the track and the train so that the train can get updates 
continuously.  Level 2 systems can help improve rail network 
capacity particularly around junction areas as the system is able 
to provide the relevant movement authority to the train before it 
reaches the end of the signal section.  

In both cases, axle counters (or track circuits) are used to 
confirm a section of track is clear for a train movement.

See the fact sheets available at http://www.ertms.net for more 
information [1].

Why the Need for Train Protection?
Interfleet was commissioned to undertake a risk assessment of 
the Auckland metropolitan rail network.  To do this, a detailed 
collision risk model of the network was developed including all 
the junctions, platforms, and level crossings.  The current fleet 
and various train protection fit out options were modelled as well 
as different timetables.  The study was a joint study with a high 
level of stakeholder involvement and was used to benchmark the 
future Auckland network risk against some other similarly sized 
railways overseas.  The study concluded that unless most of the 
passenger trains were fitted with some form of train protection, 
the collision risk would be significantly higher than what would be 
accepted internationally.     

From this work, it was decided that at a minimum some form 
of intermittent train protection was required and ideally the train 
protection system would mitigate 4 key risks:

• Following train collision risk;
• Junction collision risk;
• Level crossing collision risk;
• Overspeed derailment risk (although this risk was not 

included in the original model).
Another factor in the decision to deploy train protection is 
that the marginal cost of the ETCS trackside component when 
completely resignalling is relatively low.  As the signalling 
and ETCS components are highly integrated in the Auckland 
application, it is very hard to segregate and apportion costs 
precisely but the additional cost of adding ETCS to the trackside 
would be in the order of 10% of the project cost.  Including ETCS 
as the time of resignalling provides substantial savings and makes 
the business case work.   

As mentioned in the Introduction the question changed from 
“what should be done about train protection?” to “was there any 
justification not to install some form of train protection?” This 
evolution in thinking took place primarily due to the two factors 
mentioned above.  With the business case looking favourable 
and the overwhelming international precedent being to provide 
train protection in high density rail systems, the case was settled.    

Why ETCS?
Within KiwiRail the initial thoughts were that the simpler Train 
Protection & Warning System (TPWS), developed and widely 
implemented in Great Britain as well as in Victoria, Australia 
would be sufficient to mitigate the risks and would probably be 
a more affordable solution than ETCS.  During the procurement 
phase of the AEP resignalling when the EOI responses were 
received (in mid-2008), KiwiRail were surprised that most 
responses suggested that for Auckland (new infrastructure and 
rolling stock) the cost differential between TPWS and ETCS was 
negligible.

There were a number of other factors that strengthened the 
argument for ETCS including the fact that it had multi-vendor 
support with a number of major companies manufacturing and 

supporting the equipment which from a long term strategy 
perspective should provide cost savings through economies of 
scale and longevity of the system.  Because ETCS was designed 
to replace more than 20 ATP systems used in Europe, many of 
the alternatives to ETCS would also become obsolete.
ETCS was not as widely deployed at the start of the project as it 

is now but its installed base was still growing very quickly in 2009 
providing some confidence to KiwiRail.  Now it is a very widely 
deployed ATP system with ~9100 vehicles and ~68 000 route km 
contracted or installed of which approximately 43% is outside 
Europe 
ETCS is very configurable but a conscious effort was made 

by KiwiRail to stay within boundaries of the ETCS standards to 
ensure multiple vendors would be able to supply our needs 
without customisation in the future.

Why ETCS Level 1?
ETCS Level 1 was chosen over ETCS Level 2 for the AEP project 
for a number of reasons:
• The standard radio spectrum used for ETCS Level 2 is not 

currently available in New Zealand as it has been allocated for 
other uses.  The standard digital radio system used with ETCS 
is called GSM-R.  It is based on the GSM standards adapted 
to suit the railway requirements;

• The variety of current freight locomotives and long transition 
time from the existing fleet to the new EMU fleet meant that 
the signalling system deployed for AEP needed to support 
the current operation with trackside visual signals and the 
future operation with ETCS, which suited ETCS Level 1 
architecture.  Most railway lines that have gone straight to 
ETCS Level 2 either have a relatively fixed fleet of trains 
operating on them or are green field projects;

• At the time of the AEP signalling contract award, most ETCS 
Level 2 suppliers were still refining their product offering and 
Level 2 posed some significant program risks.  All the major 
suppliers have made significant progress with a large number 
of successful ETCS Level 2 deployments now in operation.  
The programme risk has largely been eliminated.

What Should be Fitted with ETCS?
All 57 new EMUs were earmarked for ETCS fit out and the first 
train were delivered at the end of 2013.  The first batch entered 
passenger service on Sunday 27 April 2014 with ETCS fully 
commissioned on the initial route.

A risk based approach is now being taken for remaining rolling 
stock.  The network collision risk model is being updated so that 
the impact of various ETCS fit out options can be assessed and 
prioritised so that a long term strategy can be developed for 
further train (and possibly trackside) fit out.

The decisions regarding the future fleet make up still need to be 
finalised before this work can be concluded.

DEVELOPING THE PRINCIPLES
As KiwiRail had never implemented ETCS before, a significant 
effort was made up front to define the ETCS Principles that would 
be used in Auckland.  These Principles were pulled together by 
KiwiRail and Siemens from a number of sources including the 
ETCS Level 1 trial in Sydney and various projects in Europe.

Many of the decisions regarding the configuration are not 
simple engineering decisions as they determine the balance 
between operational flexibility in degraded situations and safety.  
Many of the variables known as ETCS “National Values” have a 
direct impact on the residual risk (the unmitigated operational 
risks that ETCS cannot address).  KiwiRail ran a series of Residual 
Risk Workshops and invited all stakeholders to participate.  
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NEW ZEALAND UPGRADES
Through the development of the principles, and the subsequent 

trackside programming and testing, it became apparent that 
a number of the functions supported in the ETCS System 
Requirements Specification (SRS) have not been widely deployed 
and yet are necessary to get the most out of a brownfield ETCS 
deployment.  Some of these are listed below:

Calculated On-board Release Speeds
With intermittent train protection systems, the train only gets 
updated information when passing a balise group.  This means 
that when a train is approaching a signal that was previously at 
stop (red) and then clears to proceed, the train is still required 
to slow as the last information the train received was that the 
signal was at stop.  To avoid the train having to slow too much 
a ‘Release Speed’ is applied.  This is the speed that the train is 
effectively allowed to pass the signal at stop.  The speed must be 
low enough that it is safe and stops the train within the signalling 
safety overlap but should make the most of the overlap that is 
available.   

The release speed can be configured in three different ways 
with ETCS.  It can be set using the National Value, a fixed value 
can be given with the Movement Authority, or the Movement 
Authority can allow the on-board equipment to calculate its own 
release speed based on the distance to the danger point.

In Auckland almost all release speeds are “calculated on board” 
which has proven to be very successful.  The standard overlap in 
New Zealand is 150 m (but it can vary based on line speed and 
gradient), which depending on the gradient provides a release 
speed of between 40-50 km/h for modern EMUs.  Operationally 
this works exceptionally well as the highest possible release 
speed is provided at every location and at locations where a 
reduced overlap is provided (due to legacy infrastructure/track 
configuration) the release speed will be reduced.  It also means 
compromises do not need to be made to provide release speeds 
that are still safe for freight trains.  Figure 2 shows the ETCS 
Service and Emergency braking curves and the relationship with 
the signalling overlap.

Linking Reaction = No Reaction
ETCS balise groups generally contain linking information which 
allows a train to know where the next balise group will be.  This 
information is important as it helps the system self-monitor (e.g. 
confirm that no balises have inadvertently been installed in an 
incorrect location) and lets a train know where it will get its next 
movement authority.  If a balise group is missed, there are two 
reactions that can be configured: ‘No reaction’ which means the 

train will be able to continue uninterrupted to the end of the 
current movement authority (provided the previous movement 
authority extends beyond the missed balise group); and ‘service 
brake reaction’ which means a full service brake application will 
be applied.

In Auckland we opted for the no reaction approach to improve 
operational reliability.  Although the ETCS system has proven 
to be very reliable (only two balise failures out of 888 total 
balises in service for ~ three years), KiwiRail incurs penalties 
for infrastructure related train delays.  Providing this solution 
has made working around a single balise failure fairly painless.  
There are difficulties with implementing ‘no reaction’ and the 
engineering effort is significant as the section timers, and 
approach locking timers need careful review.  Tools also need to 
be developed for regularly reviewing the status of the trackside 
ETCS infrastructure.  The ETCS log files analysis tools are very 
useful for diagnosing specific issues at specific times but are less 
useful for analysing the condition of the trackside infrastructure or 
for tracking statistics regarding reliable operation from large data 
sets.

Unprotected Level Crossings in the Overlap
In Auckland there is extensive use of express/stopper controls 
on platform starting signals to reduce the level crossing alarm 
operation (the busiest level crossing has up to 24 trains per 
hour each way).  These controls mean that a train can SPAD 
onto an unprotected road (i.e. barriers up and warning alarms 
not operating) so a careful compromise between safety and 
operational performance had to be reached.
After a number of workshops involving a broad range of 

stakeholders (e.g. safety experts, drivers, union representatives, 
operations managers, and signal engineers) it was decided that 
we should limit the entry speed to an unprotected crossing.  
Originally a 10 km/h fixed release speed was proposed to match 
the current rule requirement in fault conditions that a train must 
slow to 10 km/h when the alarms are not operating.  The ETCS 
testing however proved that this was impractical with the ‘hard 
ceiling’ that is applied with ETCS release speeds.  When the 
limit is reached it immediately results in an emergency brake 
application.  It was then agreed that a more practical compromise 
was required, but one that would not significantly increase the 
risk profile should a SPAD occur.  The final decision reached 
was that the entry speed into the crossing would be limited to 
a maximum of 15 km/h.  This allowed the release speed to be 
increased the further the crossing was from the protecting signal 
and also set the minimum release speed at a ‘driveable value’.  
This did however require significant risk analysis to be performed 

on many of the level crossings in the Auckland 
metropolitan area to verify that the agreed 
residual risk would not be exceeded.  

Overlaps that Time Off
Due to historical layouts and other track 
constraints in Auckland there are often trailing 
points in the signal overlap.  Once a train has 
been timed to a stop, the overlap is released 
by the interlocking and made available for 
other train movements.  The ETCS standards 
support the use of an overlap function but the 
interlocking design and ETCS overlap design 
had to be considered together.  The ETCS 
overlap function allows a timer to be set in the 
data that matches the trackside interlocking 
overlap timer.  When the timer expires (which 
is set based on the time an obviously under 
control train would take to transverse the berth 
track of the signal), the release speed is reduced 
on the Driver Machine Interface.  
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Figure 2 - ETCS Service and Emergency braking curves and the signalling overlap
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In some cases the reduced ETCS release speed had to be set 
very low to ensure that in the event of a SPAD the train would not 
reach the collision point.  

The use of ETCS overlap function created two problems: 

• The ETCS Release Speed sometimes needs to be lower than 
the standard value used for calculating the interlocking timer.  
The timers needed to be aligned and so the interlocking 
timers had to be adjusted based on a speed no higher than 
1 km/h less than the ETCS overlap release speed;

• The ETCS standards do not allow for any information to be 
provided to the driver on the DMI, and the Release Speed 
just drops when either the train speed drops below the 
lower overlap release speed or the timer expires.  This was 
initially overlooked in the training and after some discussion 
as to whether this information could become part of the 
drivers’ route knowledge or whether signage was required, 
the preference was to enhance the drivers’ route knowledge 
through training and providing the information on the S&I 
diagrams (drivers Signalling and Interlocking diagrams).  
Figure 3 shows an excerpt of an S&I diagram.

Buffer Stops
It seems buffer stops and ETCS are virtually incompatible in 
so much that it is very difficult to avoid the ETCS significantly 
impacting train speeds when approaching a buffer stop.

For good reason, safety engineers do not like trains hitting 
anything, even things that are designed to be hit.  KiwiRail will 
probably revisit the ETCS principles regarding buffer stops in the 
future but at this stage a fairly simple rule has been applied such 
that the release speed at a buffer stop will be no higher than the 
rated collision speed of the buffer.  Odometry correction balises 
are normally applied (generally just utilising the Correct Side 
Door Enable balises) to ensure the warning and service brake 
intervention occurs as close to the buffer stop as possible.

BUILDING THE DATA MODEL
One of the key challenges faced by KiwiRail was how to 
accurately define the rail network and in particular the speed 
profile.  Most track information is controlled through a track 
database utilising meterage rather than coordinate information 
and unfortunately the accuracy was not to the level needed for 
the ETCS data model.  The team addressed this by combining 
the signals infrastructure as-built survey data with the AEP “Track 
Freeze” model.  The Track Freeze model is a 3D survey model of 
the rail infrastructure which was developed into an “Optimised” 
track alignment.  All curve information was added to the model 

including the curve speeds, curve and transition start and end 
points, gradients etc.  The initial purpose for the Track Freeze 
model was to optimise the track alignment for the traction 
Overhead Line Equipment (OLE).  However the model has 
become a critical input to the success of the ETCS deployment.  
The Track Freeze can be easily overlaid with the signalling survey 
information providing a highly accurate and controlled primary 
input for the ETCS data model.

The data also proved very useful for a variety of other reasons.  
Once the model was created, it could be easily converted to 
other formats.  The information is shared as a series of Google 
Earth kmz files which have been used for all sorts of purposes 
and greatly improves the productivity of the Engineering team 
reducing the number of site visits.

VALIDATING THE DATA MODEL
The next step involved validating the data model.  This was done 
by collecting a second set of track geometry and asset location 
data using a survey trolley.  Figure 5 shows the data validation 
survey trolley.  The data obtained is compared to the data model 
and any differences are investigated.

TRACK SIDE INSTALLATION
With a completely new signalling system there are some 
significant advantages in terms of integrating the ETCS.  The 
new Westrace MkII interlockings can pass any information 
necessary to the Lineside Electronic Unit (LEU) via the vital 
communication network.  In our case the LEU was simply 
connected to the interlocking Ethernet network via a network 
switch in the trackside signalling cabinet.  Many ETCS Level 1 
deployments involve the use of parallel I/O interfaces which 
significantly increases costs and complexity.  Figure 6 shows a 
typical Auckland modular signalling location and the position of 
the LEU in the rack.  There are 162 modular signalling locations 
throughout Auckland including 14 huts.

Generally signals are fitted with two balises: A controlled balise 
which is cabled back to the LEU in the location cabinet; and a 
fixed balise which has fixed data and therefore no cable.  This 
pair of balises is known as the signals “balise group”   

There are 346 signals fitted with a balise group in Auckland plus 
another 196 balises for various functions such as train Odometry 
calibration, in-fill updates (5), neutral section control and train 
door controls.  In total there are 888 balises installed just like the 
ones shown in Figure 7.

Balise Positioning
The balise installation was carefully considered and KiwiRail 
decided to adopt dimensions that are compliant with the ETCS 
Standard Dimensioning and Engineering Rules.  This resulted 
in the controlled balise being placed a nominal 14 m before 
the signal.  The distance between the controlled balise and the 
signal is significant because if the train should pass the signal 
before the balise has been read, the signal reverts to stop (red) 
and the telegram in the controlled balise will also revert to a 
stop telegram resulting in an emergency brake application.  The 
balise positions selected by KiwiRail are shown in Figure 8.  The 
dimensions provided reasonable flexibility for ETCS antenna 
installation without creating an excessive dead space between 
the balise and the signal or requiring the operators to alter the 
normal stopping positions.  

Complexities of a ‘Non-standard’ Network
No two rail networks are the same and every ETCS deployment 
likely encounters some unique issues.  A particular problem 
that we had to address was the installation of ETCS balises on 
a couple of very tight radius (as low as 95 m) curves.  Modified 

Figure 3 - Excerpt from a Drivers S&I (Signalling and Interlocking) 
diagram showing an ETCS Overlap release speed on 819 signal
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Figure 4 - Track Freeze CAD model showing track geometry information Figure 5 - The data validation trolley in action

Figure 6 - A modular signalling equipment cabinet with LEU indicated
Figure 7 – 1521 Signal Balise Group with the 

controlled balise nearest and the fixed balise in 
the distance

Figure 8 - Balise installation positions Figure 9 - Vector curve Vortok balise mounts
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Vortok mounting brackets were used to provide balise alignment 
with the antenna positions.  The adjustments completely resolved 
the (expected) balise reading reliability issues that were seen 
during testing at these locations.  Figure 9 shows the Vortok 
balise mounts used on the approach to number 4 signal at Quay 
Park junction.

ADDED VALUE
Through the development phase the KiwiRail ETCS team worked 
closely with the Auckland Transport (AT) EMU team and identified 
some opportunities to avoid installing additional infrastructure by 
extending the use of the ETCS system.  The ETCS in Auckland 
has been configured to provide three key additional functions:

Neutral Section Control
The ETCS provides the control to cut traction and open the 
Main Circuit Breaker (MCB) on the EMU as it runs through the 
neutral sections.  Although this is provided for in the ETCS SRS, 
it is not well set up for multiple EMU running and in its basic 
configuration would require the entire train to coast through 
the section.  To avoid this problem, we applied an ETCS track 
condition of “Powerless Section” and then used another balise 
to cancel the condition when the leading unit exited the neutral 
section.  This then allowed the train to more intelligently reclose 
breakers and reapply traction power before the entire train had 
cleared the neutral section.  The cancellation balises are placed 
25 m after the neutral section.

Zero Speed Control for Non-electrified Roads
By making use of the ETCS international train categories, it 
was possible to provide differential speed controls such that 
if an EMU is inadvertently routed into a non-electrified siding 
or crossover, the ETCS will stop the train before the end of the 
overhead line.

Correct Side Door Enable (CSDE)
CSDE was implemented using packet 44 and was based on the 
Spanish standard for door control.

Information is transmitted from the balises to train in bursts 
of data known as telegrams.  The telegrams are made up of a 
number of different data ‘Packets’ depending on the type of 
data sent from the track to the train.  The packets are defined in 
the ETCS protocols.  Typical packets for example are Packet 5 
- Linking, Packet 12 - Movement Authority, and Packet 21 - 
Gradient Profile.  Packet 44 is a packet that is for data used by 
applications outside the ERTMS/ETCS system.

CSDE was developed to prevent the doors being enabled by 
the driver on the incorrect side of the train or when the whole 

length of the train was not in the platform.  This system has 
already prevented a number of incidents where the driver has 
attempted to open the doors on the wrong side.  To ensure the 
system would not unnecessarily prevent the doors from being 
opened, for example, if the front of the train had overshot by 
a few metres or the train had stopped short by a few metres, 
a virtual platform was defined that was larger than the actual 
platform.  The first and last passenger doors are 7 m from the 
end of the train so the virtual platform was defined as 5 m 
longer at each end than the actual platform (2 m were deducted 
for engineering tolerance).  Figure 10 shows the CSDE ‘virtual 
platform’ concept and Figure 11 shows the packet 44 data 
structure for CSDE.

ON THE TRAIN
For the Auckland deployment two rolling stock designs were 
developed.  The first was for a test train which involved fitting 
out a single driving cab of an Auckland Transport SD class push-
pull locomotive hauled carriage train.  This enabled much of 
the trackside testing to be completed before the overhead was 
energised and provided a training platform.

The EMU fit out built on the lessons learned from the test 
train but with CAF and Siemens (Dimetronic) having previous 
experience working together, the goal of a high level of 
integration with the EMU systems was set, to make the ETCS 
simply part of the train.  This level of integration was in part 
necessary for the additional functions mentioned above but 
also to make it as driver friendly as possible and streamline 
testing, diagnostics and maintenance.  For example the Train 
Management System (TMS) can diagnose the status of the ETCS 
system, such as verifying the firmware versions of the EVC cards.

Figure 12 shows the ETCS Driver Machine Interface (DMI) in the 
old SD class driving cab and Figure 13 shows the ETCS DMI in 
the new AM class EMU.

MAKING ETCS PART OF THE TRAIN
As the procurement of the signalling system occurred well in 
advance of the EMU procurement, there was a lot of uncertainty 
as to how and where the ETCS installation would be done and 
how it would be managed.  With the award of the EMU supply 
contract being granted to CAF, an opportunity arose to factory fit 
the ETCS in Spain as the KiwiRail ETCS supplier Siemens (at the 
time Dimetronic) was also based in Spain and had worked with 
CAF on a number of previous projects.  KiwiRail and Auckland 
Transport quickly realised the significant benefits this offered 
in terms of reducing project delivery risk and improving build 
quality and jumped on the opportunity.  
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Siemens and CAF have work hard to improve the integration 
of the ETCS and the train.  For example the TMS communicates 
directly with ETCS to support the enhanced functionality as 
mentioned earlier (neutral section control, CSDE) and additional 
ones such as the TMS informing the ETCS if the driver has 
isolated a bogie.  Figure 14 shows a TMS screen shot of some of 
the diagnostics information regarding the status of the ETCS.  

GETTING THE BALANCE RIGHT
With the initial EMU passenger operations, the project team 
received a lot of feedback from the drivers regarding the 
“conservative” nature of the ETCS on-board system.  This 
was due to the warning curve being significantly ahead of the 
Service Brake (SB) intervention curve.  Figure 15 shows the 
different intervention curves applied with ETCS: starting with 
a Warning; followed by a Service Brake (SB) intervention; and 
finally an Emergency Brake (EB) intervention.  The intervention 
points are based on a defined speed margin over the Permitted 
Speed when in ceiling speed monitoring but the curves are not 
defined in the ETCS baseline System Requirements Specification 
(SRS) version 2.3.0d [4] (the current version at the start of the 
deployment) and the configuration is left up to the system 
supplier.  The drivers were instructed not to operate the train 
in the warning zone resulting in the impact of the early warning 
being greater than anyone anticipated.   

It became apparent that the product had been configured for 
higher speed operations (where a long warning could me more 
desirable) and when transitioning from ceiling speed monitoring 
to target speed monitoring, the warning curve allowed far more 
time than was necessary for a metro style operation where driver 
route knowledge is exceptionally high.  KiwiRail worked closely 
with Siemens to review the warning curve configuration.  This led 
to 10 alterative configurations being tested and eventually two 

enhanced configurations being put through a driver evaluation 
trial.  This resulted in a new configuration being adopted and 
loaded on all the EMUs.  The new configuration significantly 
improved performance and provided approximately a one 
minute time saving on the 25 minute journey from Onehunga to 
Britomart.

TESTING AND COMMISSIONING
Much like traditional colour light signalling, ETCS requires an 
enormous amount of testing to certify it as safe for operations 
prior to commissioning it into revenue service.  Fortunately like 
modern Computer-Based Interlockings (CBI) much of this testing 
can be performed using lab based simulation tools, however, 
there is still a significant amount of testing that still must be 
performed on the actual systems to verify correct configuration 
and operation.

The high level plan for the ETCS deployment involved six key 
stages as outlined below:

Stage 1: First vehicle fit-out and testing - The installation of 
the ETCS equipment on SD5794 provided a means to test the 
configuration and function of the trackside infrastructure.

Stage 2: Test driver training – This involved a limited number of 
drivers to facilitate early technical testing and to get input into 
the training documentation and system configuration.

Stage 3: Trackside and trainborne systems certification - The 
vehicle and track were certified for safe operation of the ETCS 
system with the SD test train.

Stage 4: Operational Rules Testing – This included some live 
running of the fitted train to verify operational procedures and 
rules.  Initially the rule changes have been very limited and 
mainly address operations in degraded situations.

NEW ZEALAND UPGRADES
Variable

Length

(bits)
Value

NID_PACKET 8 44

Q_DIR 2 (1) NOMINAL

L_PACKET 13 Length of the packet in bits

NID_XUSER 9 200 (ETCS_ASIA_PACIFIC)

NID_PACK 8 2 (Doors control)

L_PACK 13 Length of the packet in bits (from NID_PACK inclusive)

Q_SCALE 2 Distance scale :
(0) 0.1 mscale, (1) 1 mscale, (2) 10 mscale.
The more precise possible scale criterion shall be used. This is calculated by the compilers, 
during compilation.

D_INFO_EXT 15 Distance from the NCBG to start of door area (platform).
Zero in case the NCBG is located inside the door area.
Scale shall be determined by Q_SCALE value

L_INFO_EXT 15 Length of door area (platform), based on the contents of Appendix A, 
rounded to the nearest 0.5m

M_SIDE_DOOR 2 DOOR_OPEN_SIDE
(0) LEFT, (1) RIGHT, (2) BOTH, (3) NONE

Figure 11 - Packet 44 data structure for CSDE Figure 12 - ETCS DMI in the old SD class driving cab

Figure 13 - ETCS DMI in the new AM class EMU Figure 14 - Diagnostics information regarding the status of the 
ETCS is available on the TMS
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Stage 5: Comprehensive Driver Training including rulebook 
updates - This training was combined with the other elements 
of the driver training for the new EMUs 

Stage 6: EMU ETCS Integration testing - The testing of the 
integrated ETCS System (The Trackside & Train mounted 
components working together as designed) leading to 
operational go-live for passenger services.

On the 17 November 2013 the trackside system was 
commissioned using the SD test train.

Some minor issues were identified and some ‘tweaks’ are still 
being made.  For example a few additional odometry correction 
balises are needed in some locations to reduce premature 
intervention by the ETCS when approaching a speed restriction 
such as a tight radius curve.  Some ETCS Overlap timers also 
need adjustment and we have found a few inconsistencies in 
speed profiles when compared to the trackside signs.

The track design speed is also being reviewed in a number of 
locations as the ETCS enforcement speed is not significantly 
higher than line speed, there are opportunities to improve 
journey time.

Electronic Train Protection
In early 2013 concern was raised by the Auckland Transport 
franchise operator Transdev regarding SPAD risk as the service 
level increased and the transition risk associated with drivers 
moving between EMUs with full ETCS functionality and the 
existing diesel rolling stock with no driver warning or train 
protection systems.  This resulted in Auckland Transport deciding 
to fit most of the existing trains with a basic train stop system 
known as Electronic Train Protection (ETP) supplied by GE 
Transportation.

The purpose of the system is to help mitigate transition risk 
as existing stock is progressively retired and new EMUs are 
introduced.

The system was installed on 66 cabs throughout the ADL/
ADC, SD, DC and DFT rolling stock currently in use by Transdev.  
The trackside ETCS equipment was not altered and the ETP 
on-board system reads the ETCS balise data simply looking for 
stop telegrams.  ETP system is ‘non-vital’ as it ignores failed or 
damaged balises and the system applies brakes in the event of 
a SPAD so only partially mitigates the risks but was fairly simple 
and quick to deploy.

The ETCS trackside system was commissioned for ETP use in 
November 2013 when the ETP system went live.

One advantage that the introduction of ETP provided was that 
it further reduced the risk of the ETCS commissioning providing 
an operationally low risk go-live.  The system is far simpler than 
full ETCS and teething problems with the ETCS trackside are 
less likely to cause train delays.  Log files are extracted from ETP 
trains and reviewed to identify any network faults and ensure 
the trackside equipment is still functioning.  The log files also 
built statistical confidence in the trackside infrastructure some of 
which had been installed for almost three years before becoming 
operational. 

TEMPORARY SPEED RESTRICTIONS
Managing Temporary Speed Restrictions (TSRs) is a difficult 
issue with any cab signalling system.  Some railways (mainly high 
speed) deploy significant additional infrastructure such as an 
additional controlled balise at every signal to allow temporary 
speed restrictions to be applied dynamically from the control 
centre.  This approach although operationally desirable has 
significant additional cost (in the case of the AEP it would have 
almost doubled the ETCS trackside installation cost).  KiwiRail 
opted for a simpler TSR balise process.  The TSR balises will 
be installed using Vortok mounting brackets similar to the 
arrangement shown in Figure 9.

The ETCS TSR procedures are not implemented yet and the 
drivers currently must just observe the trackside signage.  The 
plan is to introduce the TSR balises initially on a trial basis to get 
feedback from the drivers before formalising the process.

Two approaches are being investigated: The first is by providing 
a pair of balises at the location of the TSR signage that provide 
a simple alert that must be acknowledged by the driver or a 
service brake intervention will occur.  This is sometime referred 
to as a TSR warning.  The second is to actually provide the speed 
profile but not for full length of restriction.  This would require 
the train to brake to speed but would then release the restriction.  
Both options enable the balises to be pre-programmed but 
the warning approach significantly reduces the number of 
TSR cancellation balises that need to be deployed when the 
restriction is in or near a complex junction area.

DE-RISKING THE INTRODUCTION OF ETCS
A number of steps have been taken to try to reduce the risks 
associated with the introduction of ETCS.  The resignalling 
and track reconfiguration was completed first with the physical 
trackside ETCS installation work done at same time.  This 

EB
SB

Warning

Permitted

Ceiling Speed Monitoring Area Target Speed Monitoring Area

Figure 15 - ETCS intervention curves warning and braking curves Figure 16 - Testing the infrastructure using the SD train
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NEW ZEALAND UPGRADES
provided cost savings, reduced disruption to operations and 
allowed for a ‘soak’ period where the ETCS equipment was live 
but not operational.  Additionally with ETP using the trackside 
ETCS system, the trackside infrastructure was constantly being 
tested and the log files were able to be reviewed to identify any 
network faults (in ~10 months only two faults have been found).  
As the ETP system is non-vital it generally does not react to 
faults.  This allowed time for the KiwiRail maintainers to get up to 
speed with the trackside system.

Another key element that has reduced the risk is Auckland 
Transports decision to procure the EMU simulators.  The actual 
ETCS telegrams have been incorporated into EMU simulators 
and the DMI has been made to look very like the actual DMI.  
EMU test train drivers knew how to operate the ETCS from day 
one as the simulator was very beneficial in teaching drivers how 
to operate the equipment.  Unfortunately the simulator does not 
give them the full experience of the nuances of the ETCS and it 
is important to differentiate between learning how to operate the 
ETCS equipment and drive a train with ETCS.

REVENUE SERVICE
The final step in the ETCS commissioning process for the new 
EMUs is the integration testing.  This involves all the testing 
that is required to ensure that the ETCS performs as expected 
specifically for the new AM class EMUs.  The main focus of this 
testing is verifying the functions that could not be completely 
tested with the SD test train or during lab testing of the ETCS 
trackside data.  This includes testing some fixed release speeds, 
CSDE and neutral section functionality, and any other elements of 
the track side design where risk was managed specifically based 
on the performance of the new AM class EMUs.  At this time the 
ETCS has been fully commissioned for EMU passenger services 
on all lines except the Western Line which has only very recently 
been energised.  The Western Line ETCS will be certified by the 
end of October 2014.  Currently EMU passenger services are only 
operating from Manukau and Onehunga to Britomart but a full 
EMU service is expected by mid-2015.  

LESSONS LEARNED
Drivers used to have the discretion as to when to brake, for 
example when approaching a curve, based on their experience 
of the adhesion conditions and characteristics of the particular 
train.  The ETCS has taken this discretion away and applied 
conservative rules to determine the way the train must approach 
the curve.

The introduction of a speed enforcement system has a 
significant impact on how trains are driven.   One task that should 
have been initiated with the introduction of ETCS was a complete 
review of the track design speed to optimise it.  The ETCS puts 
a safe ceiling on train operations ensuring that the train can only 
over speed by a very small margin.  This has taken control from 
the driver and in some cases enforced speeds that are perhaps 
unnecessarily low.  KiwiRail is now in the process of reviewing the 
maximum line speed in a number of locations which may result in 
increases to allow the new EMUs to operate to their potential.  

There is also an argument that with a speed enforcement 
system some of the safety ‘fat’ could be reduced allowing the 
enforcement speed through curves and turnouts to be set a little 
higher.  This exercise has not been carried out by KiwiRail but for 
those new to speed enforcement systems it would be advisable 
to gain as much understanding of the operations before 
deployment and to set the speed envelope above the normal 
operating level if it is safe to do so.

AN ETCS STRATEGY?
Any ETCS deployment in New Zealand needs to consider 
the wider impact to the national railway network.  The ETCS 
Principles document developed for the AEP project was written 
as a national standard and has been designed to support freight 
and passenger services.  If ETCS Level 2 is considered, it needs 
to be done with careful consideration to ensure the radio system 
could be deployed in other parts of New Zealand.

Now it is possible for other radio spectrum and technologies 
to be used for ETCS Level 2 but it does introduce some 
development time and cost risk.  KiwiRail is currently 
investigating the options.

CONCLUSION
There is a lot to implementing ETCS and it is definitely not the 
‘off-the-shelf’ solution that some believe it is.

The sharing of information and user community support is 
essential to the success of an ETCS deployment on a brownfield 
railway.  This was incredibly beneficial to KiwiRail and we believe 
we have also contributed in a small way to some other ETCS 
projects.  Much of the material in this paper is information I wish 
someone had published before we started on our ETCS journey 
and I’m sure there is still much for us to learn as we look to the 
future of ETCS in New Zealand.  
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Figure 17 - The author testing the ETCS functionality on the 
EMU simulator
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INDUSTRY NEWS

Belgian Infrastructure manager Infrabel announced on 
October 14 that its board had approved the award of a €510m 
contract to Siemens and Cofely Fabricom for the supply and 
installation of ETCS Level 2 equipment on around 2300 km of 
track over the next eight years.
The contract award is the last major milestone in the accelerated 

ETCS masterplan which was submitted to parliament by Infrabel 
and SNCB on October 19 2011.  This will see ETCS rolled out 
across the entire Belgian network by 2022, using a combination 
of Level 2, Level 1 and Level 1 Limited Supervision.  The Level 2 
train control system will make use of the GSM-R digital radio 
network which has been operational since 2009.
Infrabel began the selection process with a call for proposals 

in mid-2011.  Five bidders were shortlisted on the basis of both 
technical quality and price.
The Siemens-Cofely Fabricom consortium will be responsible 

for design, development and installation of ETCS Level 2 in 
conjunction with existing signalling, and for the supply of new 
electronic interlockings to support the roll-out on about half of 
the route length.
Infrabel has already installed ETCS Level 1 on 541 km of 

track on the conventional network and Level 2 on 140 km on 
high speed tracks, amounting in total to 10.5% of the national 
network.  The Level 1 installation between Namur and the border 
with Luxembourg is due to be put into full operation later this 
month.  As an interim step, it has been rolling out the TBL1+ train 
protection system, which also uses Eurobalises.
The total cost of the ETCS programme is put at €2.3 bn at 2013 

prices, excluding the cost of equipping the rolling stock.  It will 
make Belgium one of the first countries in Europe to complete 
the conversion of its entire network to ETCS.

CBTC system and train set for Sentosa Express

Hitachi has been awarded a S$30m ($23.03m) contract from 
Singapore’s Sentosa Development Corporation (SDC) for a new 
wireless signalling system and train set to improve the Sentosa 
Express light rail system.
The company’s Communication-Based Train Control (CBTC) 

system uses wireless communication to transmit information 
on trains’ positions and speeds, which will help the operator to 
reduce the time intervals between trains and offer a safer journey.
With an Automatic Train Operation function, the trains can be 

controlled by the computer system and it will allow train captains 
to concentrate on other functions such as managing safety and 
security on the train.
These improvements will allow Sentosa Express to offer better 

service for passengers entering the popular island resort located 
on the southern end of Singapore.
SDC CEO Mike Barclay said “As part of our Sentosa 

connectivity plan, we are taking various steps to upgrade our 
transport capacity to enhance accessibility and heighten guest 
experience.  We are factoring in the need to prepare for a future 
growth in visitorship as we continually enhance the offerings on 
Sentosa”.
Recognised by the European Certification Agency, Hitachi’s 

CBTC system was deployed on the Chongqing rail transit in 
2009 in China and the system will also be adopted on Vietnam’s 
Ho Chi Minh Line 1.
Launched in 2007, Sentosa Express offers access from VivoCity 

through to Sentosa’s beaches, with stops along the way that 
allow visitors to disembark at Resorts World Sentosa and Imbiah.  

Infrabel ETCS contract awarded

In Sweden, Stockholm transport authority SL announced on 
November 2014 that it has licensed iLock software from local 
company Prover Technology, to use when creating its interlocking 
requirements. 

Running on a standard PC with a drag-and-drop editor or by 
using imported files, iLock draws on a formal specification library 
defining the general principles for Swedish interlocking systems, 
adapted to SL’s needs.  The configurations and requirements are 
then generated and the resulting data automatically checked.  
The output is exported in standard formats for use in the 
automated development of interlocking software or analysis of an 
existing interlocking. 

Stockholm depoloys interlocking software

The Secretariat of Communications and Transport in Mexico 
announced in November 2014 that they have selected a CAF-
led consortium including Isolux-Corsán, AZVI and Thales to 
supply rolling stock and electrical and mechanical systems for 
the 57.7 km Mexico City to Toluca line.  The €690m contract was 
expected to be signed in December 2014. 

CAF would have a 49% share of the value, including the supply 
of 30 five-car electric multiple units.  The trains based on a ‘mass 
transit design’ would feature walkthrough gangways and have 
capacity for 700 passengers. 

CAF Signalling is to supply signalling, Automatic Train 
Operation, a control centre and onboard ERTMS equipment. 
CAF subsidiary CMFS will be responsible for electromechanical 
equipment. 

A consortium of Constructora de Proyectos Viales de México 
and La Peninsular Compañía Constructora was selected in June 
2014 to undertake civil works on the first section of the line, 
which would run from Observatorio, the western terminus of 
Line 1 of the Mexico City metro, to Zinacantepec in Toluca.  The 
opening is scheduled for December 2017.

Consortium wins Toluca line train and signalling 
contract

In was announced at the end of November 2014, that 
Infrastructure manager CFR-SA in Romania has awarded a 
consortium of Alstom, Alcatel Lucent Romania and Pas 97 Impex, 
a 498m leu contract to equip the 170 km Simeria – Coşlariu – 
Sighișoara line with ETCS Level 2 and GSM-R. This forms part of 
a 40 month modernisation project which is intended to increase 
speeds on the route from 120 km/h to 160 km/h. 
Consortium leader Alstom values its share of the contract at 

€100m, including the provision of its Atlas 200 ETCS technology 
and the supply of a Coradia Polyvalent electro-diesel multiple-
unit which will be used for testing.  
“Passengers will not only appreciate the increased speed and 

the enhanced comfort on the upgraded section, but also the 
design and the capabilities of the test train, showing what could 
be the solution for future passenger transportation needs in 
the country”, explained Gabriel Stanciu, Managing Director of 
Alstom Transport in Romania.

For this express, Hitachi delivered six train sets, signalling and 
power supply, operating systems, track switches, systems design 
and integration in 2007.

ETCS Level 2 contract awarded in Transylvania
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MEMBERSHIP MATTERS
MEMBERSHIP CHANGES DUE TO NON-PAYMENT IN THE FIRST YEAR

Due to non-payment of first subscriptions, the names of the members below will be removed from the membership database.

Beura B India
Leeder C UK
Mohd S M Z Malaysia
Muruganandan K Malaysia
Palli D India
Paxton D UK
Rackley C UK
Rahman A R A Malaysia
Addala N R India

Chekkapalli M India
Chowdhary S India
Ireddy N India
Kuppili M S India
Lennon P Australia
Parnasala S India
Shaamile Z UK
Suri S K India
Vakkantham P S India

Each year the Institution carries out internal auditing in order 
to ensure laid down procedures are being applied within 
the various committees and processes.  If there are any 
members of the Institution that would be willing to help the 
Audit Committee for a few days per year, please get in touch 
with Ian Bridges.  Previous experience of carrying out audits 
would be advantageous, but not essential as an overview of 
requirements would be given.  

Ian can be contacted on Ian.Bridges@Atkinsglobal.com.

Auditors wanted!
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ERTMS INTEGRATION

ERTMS Testing at ENIF - A Supplier’s Perspective
By Bob Barnard Hon FIRSE
Signalling Solutions Ltd

In many countries around Europe, trains fitted with ERTMS by 
different suppliers run over fitted infrastructure to provide the 
daily services of high speed, suburban and freight trains.  So, why 
is it necessary to build a small test facility in Britain?  I admit that 
this question crossed my mind as Network Rail first outlined their 
plans for an ERTMS National Integration Facility (ENIF) to the 
industry.

ESTABLISHING THE TEST FACILITY
As it turned out, Signalling Solutions Ltd (SSL), with the support 
of experienced staff from its parent company Alstom in Belgium, 
was to become heavily involved in the setting up of ENIF, after 
being awarded several related contracts by Network Rail:

• To renew the signalling on part of the Hertford Loop based 
on a modern Smartlock 400T interlocking system, building-
in facilities to operate the line’s scheduled passenger and 
freight services over an 8 km single-line section.  This single 
line working allows the SSI Trackside Modules interfacing to 
the signals and track circuits on the other line to be physically 
disconnected from the service interlocking, and re-controlled 
from a suitable test interlocking, thereby ensuring complete 
isolation of this “Test Section” and its systems from the 
working railway;

• To specify, build and fit out a new ENIF Laboratory building 
in Hitchin, able to take control of the Test Section when it is 
switched out of service by signallers at King’s Cross;

• To refurbish Network Rail’s Class 313 EMU as an ETCS Test 
Train, with refurbishing engineering and fitting of ATLAS 
ETCS and GSM-R on-board equipment.  This work also had 
to support European GPRS (Packet Switched Data) testing.  
As it is a test train, there are extra facilities to staff to work on 
the train, and to monitor the operation (mess facilities, CCTV 
cameras, etc.);

• To work as one of Network Rail’s four selected ETCS 
Trackside suppliers to define and deliver the ETCS Trackside 
subsystem jointly with our Belgian colleagues.  This included 
a requirement to demonstrate our trackside sub-system and 
functions to Network Rail.

In parallel with these tasks, Network Rail configured its Fixed 
Telecoms Network (FTN) and GSM-R infrastructure to allow the 
ETCS testing, and prepared the various operating procedures for 
the ENIF test site.  Network Rail’s other ETCS Trackside suppliers 
were also working in parallel with us to prepare their ETCS 
demonstrations.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The flexibility of Britain’s SSI-derived interlockings was exploited 
to good effect in this project.  

The new Hertford Loop signalling is based around a single 
Alstom Smartlock 400T central interlocking which controls three 
SSI TFM networks, interfacing to the signals, points and track 
circuits on different sections of the route.  The interlocking 
functional data is similarly split into three “Virtual Interlockings” 
(VIXLs).  When the test section is taken out of service, one of 
the sets of TFMs is physically disconnected from its VIXL by 
relays controlled by another of the VIXLs which also protects the 
ends of the test section.  The test section TFMs are then linked 
through to the Test Lab at Hitchin.  Here, either a Smartlock 
or Westlock interlocking can take control of the TFMs, and set 
routes within the test section - completely independent from 
the signaller at King’s Cross and the working railway.  When 
required, either the Smartlock or Westlock can pass track 
circuit information on to other suppliers’ non-SSI compatible 
interlockings under test.

A Smartlock interlocking exchanges predefined bits of 
information with a Radio Block Centre (RBC) just as it would with 
an adjacent Smartlock, allowing the two systems to exchange 
information on the state of the railway precisely as required.  A 
separate interlocking VIXL handles the bits to be transferred to 
and from the RBC, thus minimising the changes needed to tested 
and installed interlocking data when ETCS is overlaid on an 
existing installation.

Renewed signalling at Watton-at-Stone, showing lightweight LED 
signals, Eurobalise and (R) an additional reverse direction signal The ERTMS National Integration Facility Laboratory at Hitchin
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LEVEL 2 ETCS “STRAIGHT FROM THE BOX”
In view of our various responsibilities, it was natural that we 
would work closely with Network Rail to establish the ENIF 
facility, to identify and rectify any problems, to ensure that all 
the new systems were fully working, and to show that the test 
interlocking in the ENIF Lab could indeed be quickly connected 
to the signals and track circuits in the Test Section, to allow each 
trackside supplier to control the Class 313 train in ETCS test 
operation.

Access was first granted for testing on Monday 19 August 2013.  
After Network Rail’s safety briefings for staff at Hitchin and on 
the Test Train, control of the test section was handed over to 
the Smartlock 400T Test Interlocking at ENIF, the driver selected 
ETCS Level 2 for the first time, and the Class 313 successfully 
connected to the Alstom ATLAS ETCS Radio Block Centre via 
Network Rail’s GSM-R Network at the first attempt.  

Time had been allowed in the programme for debugging the 
various systems, since a few aspects of the ETCS integration on 
the train are hard to verify during lab testing, or before the train 
is allowed to run with ETCS turned on.  In fact, only two small 
issues prevented immediate ETCS running in Full Supervision on 
the first day:

• Two of the ETCS balises installed in the test section needed 
to be swapped over;

• Parameters in the ETCS odometry configuration on the train 
had to be modified.

Within two days, after these points had been corrected, ETCS 
testing got under way, and by the following afternoon, all 
the twenty-two demonstrations we had defined had been 
successfully carried out with the help of NR’s trackside and 
on-board testers, the ATOC driver manager and several GBRf 
drivers, who were all new to ETCS.  The test runs included a 
variety of normal ETCS Level 2 operations, including ETCS 
transitions, differential temporary speed restrictions, on-sight 
movements, shunting, and demonstration of system responses in 
some normal and degraded modes.  The Interlocking and RBC 
performed perfectly, with no errors found during testing.  After 
we left the train, the GBRf drivers wanted to continue running up 
and down the test section in ETCS Level 2 until the time planned 
for the handback of the section and the departure of the test 
train – it seemed to be a success with them! 

Early the following week, problems elsewhere on the busy East 
Coast route led the King’s Cross signallers to reclaim the test 
section to carry service trains diverted from the main line.  The 
handback process was accomplished within a few minutes, as had 
been specified.

On two days the following week, the whole series of our tests 
was successfully repeated, this time witnessed and formally 
signed off by members of Network Rail’s ERTMS team.

So, within a few days, the whole team’s achievements included:

• Demonstration that the ENIF test track can be easily changed 
over between service operation and test mode, within the 
expected times;

• Integration of an ETCS RBC with the Smartlock 400T SSI-
compatible interlocking used widely in Britain, Belgium and 
elsewhere;

• Integration of ETCS with Network Rail’s FTN and GSM-R 
systems;

• Demonstration that the ENIF test management processes are 
correct and usable;

• Demonstration of the operation of the ETCS test train, and 
driver on-line training;

• Demonstration and witnessing of our ERTMS Level 2 
trackside subsystem tests.

INTEROPERABILITY
Once we and Network Rail had checked the operation of the 
key parts of the ENIF facility, Network Rail’s other three selected 
ETCS trackside suppliers could each carry out their own trackside 
testing using the Class 313 train.  To help with this, we used our 
Key Management/Distribution Centre facility to generate the 
train security key, and distribute this to each trackside supplier for 
loading into their systems. 

ETCS works on the basis of “standard” train functionality.  The 
on-board ETCS equipment manages the supervision of the train’s 
movement (speed, braking curves, stopping points, etc.), so 
that a train operates safely and effectively on all routes, whoever 
supplied its on-board equipment.  

The number of overseas lines running with different 
suppliers’ ETCS trackside and on-board equipment shows that 
interoperability is no longer an issue for the established suppliers 
and so, as expected, Network Rail reported that the Class 313 
train operated successfully with each of their other suppliers’ 
ETCS trackside equipment.

The test train leaving Watton-at-Stone

At the heart of SSL’s Trackside ETCS Demonstration are the Alstom 
Smartlock 400T interlocking (left) and the Alstom ATLAS Radio Block 

Centre (right), each with their peripherals and support systems
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ERTMS TRACKSIDE APPLICATION
Clearly the ETCS trackside sub-system must interface with the 
“standard” trains, but little of the internal trackside functionality 
is defined in European standards, and the trackside part is 
sometimes referred to as a “toolkit” rather than a “solution”. 

As plans for ETCS projects on Britain’s main lines are refined, 
very detailed consideration is needed of how the operation of 
trains will be managed by existing drivers and signallers, and 
how the facilities offered by the ETCS will be matched to the 
current lineside signalling operations.  As one of the first ETCS 
applications is planned for the Western route, where not all trains 
will be ETCS fitted from Day 1, there is a further need to ensure 
compatibility of ETCS and non-ETCS operations.  Some railways’ 
experience overseas suggests that if these tasks are neglected, 
there is a risk that the ETCS will not fully meet the needs of 
operators, and will not be readily accepted for use.

The trackside part of ETCS has the task of exchanging 
information with the trains, to cause them to operate in 
accordance with the wishes of the signallers and traffic managers, 
subject only to the safe setting of routes through the layout by 
the interlocking.  

The applications considered by NR are Level 2 ETCS, in which 
the trackside sends information to each train by data radio, 
and the “balise groups” provided at intervals along the track 
are purely “passive” – like mileposts.  (ETCS trains know their 
location on the track, by measuring their movement relative to 
these balise groups).  Level 2 ETCS will provide significant cost 
savings on signalling infrastructure - few signals and associated 
structures, less lineside cabling (prone to theft) and, as a result, 
reduced need to disrupt train services to allow staff to access the 
trackside safely.

So, how does the ETCS trackside make the trains do what it 
wants?  It sends them defined messages, made up of packets 
of data, from the balises or from the Radio Block Centre.  These 
packets of data include:

• Instructions about what ETCS Level to operate in (which may 
include continuing to use lineside signalling and national 
train protection) on a particular section of line.  So this affects 
trains entering or leaving ETCS routes, from other running 
lines or from depots and sidings;

• A Movement Authority (MA) for each move requested by 
traffic managers, once the “safety envelope” of a route has 
been set by the interlocking.  MAs tell the train how far and 
how fast it may move, and which of a variety of ETCS modes 
it must operate in, according to circumstances.  MAs are 
extended ahead of the train, as it runs, and can be shortened 
or cancelled to restrict train movement in various operating or 
emergency situations.

In Level 2, the MA can be updated anywhere and at any time 
(typically within five seconds, i.e. more frequently than trains 
currently pass signals), and trains report their position and status 
every five seconds.  This allows line capacity to be optimised, 
and delays at junctions to be reduced by providing traffic 
management systems with more accurate information about train 
running.  
When temporary speed restrictions are applied or removed, this 

can be done from the signalling centre, without time-consuming 
and potentially dangerous access to the trackside.
ENIF provides the means for standard off-the-shelf ETCS 

trackside equipment from each of the suppliers, identical to 
that already widely used in Europe, to be applied to the specific 
situations that will be encountered in applications in Britain, and 
for British operators to see for themselves the ETCS in use in the 
way they will use it on commercial schemes.

RETURN TO ENIF
We, as a chosen ETCS trackside supplier, had been studying the 
application of ETCS to the Western and East Coast routes and 
made detailed recommendations to Network Rail about how 
the system should be applied.  So, in 2013 we had chosen to 
demonstrate at ENIF key parts of its proposed solution for the 
Level 2 Overlay application on the Western route, demonstrating 
a range of operational situations.  
But in the period since then, NR and representatives of 

signallers and train operators had continued working to define 
precisely how they want ETCS to work nationally on future 
schemes, taking account of the earlier recommendations of all 
the four trackside suppliers.  The output of this work is a high-
level “Reference Design” made up of “Operational Facilities” 
covering each operational situation foreseen as being necessary.  
When the ETCS trackside suppliers each returned to ENIF for 

a further period of testing in 2014, we needed to carry out only 
a few extra tests with the Class 313 train, included the use of a 
“virtual block section” – an important step on the way to Level 3 
ETCS.  However, we chose principally to demonstrate a number 
of the features of NR’s emerging Reference Design needed for 
the operation of a complex section of route – the approaches to 
London’s Paddington station.

ERTMS INTEGRATION

The compact on-board installation on the Class 313 train comprises 
(from the top) the GSM-R data radios, the Train Interface Unit, the 

European Vital Computer and the Juridical Recorder

The RBC Support System screen showing 
a route set into a partly-occupied 

platform
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The Smartlock test interlocking in our lab at Hitchin can quickly 
be reconfigured from the Test Section data to part of the 
currently-installed Paddington interlocking data – more than two 
in-service VIXLs plus an added VIXL to talk to the RBC, which 
is also reconfigured with newly-designed “Paddington” data.  
When connected by various simulator computers (to model the 
passage of the train through track circuits and over balises), an 
actual ETCS on-board equipment (with odometry simulator) can 
in effect be “driven” over a section of the Paddington layout 
fitted with ETCS Level 2 overlay.  The fact that an ETCS overlay 
for such a complex interlocking area could be designed and 
tested within the limited budget and timescale of the ENIF 
project clearly illustrates that the add-on needs only minor 
changes to installed interlocking data.  

Compared to the cost benefits of Level 2 ETCS without signals, 
Investment in Level 2 ETCS overlay may be unattractive for the 
infrastructure owner, but it may be a practical necessity at the 
start of roll-out on an existing route, to allow driver training and 
to cover the period before all trains have been fitted.  Because 
of this, another objective of our February 2014 demonstrations 
was to show Network Rail and train operators some of the 
performance enhancements that are achievable for trains running 
with ETCS MAs within an ETCS overlay area.  So demonstrations 
included:

• Bypassing existing approach control of signals before a low-
speed crossover and on entry to a partly-occupied platform 
– reducing the time to clear the station throat and enter a 
platform;

• Text message on the Driver Machine Interface – alerting and 
informing the driver in certain situations;

• Route setting without overlap – allowing more parallel moves 
in complex areas, increasing capacity and reducing delays;

• Route cancellation with co-operative MA revocation and 
reduced MA – reducing delays (approach locking release 
timers) when re-platforming of trains becomes necessary;

• Earlier entry into Full Supervision on departure from a 
terminal platform – maximises platform capacity by allowing 
permitted speed to be reached earlier. 

In this way, Signalling Solutions has already successfully 
demonstrated to NR many of the functions that will soon be 
needed for Western ETCS

During the later periods of testing, Network Rail’s other 
suppliers have used the same Class 313 train to test different 
features, including Level 3 ETCS operation, and handover 
between RBCs from different suppliers (the latter we had shown 
Network Rail in-service overseas). 

TESTING
It is important to the successful deployment of ETCS Level 2 
across the main lines of Britain that its introduction can be 
achieved quickly and with assurance of correct operation 
“straight from the box”.  

Our company’s approach is to always carry out extensive testing 
of the interlocking and the ETCS in lab test facilities (in this 
case in Belgium and Britain), followed by integration testing of 
both systems.  So, the ETCS is known to work perfectly before 
it is brought to site.  This is the reason that commissioning and 
testing both the ENIF system and the Paddington overlay system 
took us very little time on-site.  Clearly, this will be a key success 
factor for future ETCS fitment projects, and demonstrating 
this was something else that we wanted to demonstrate to 
Network Rail.

TRANSFER OF SKILLS
All ETCS Level 2 trackside projects involve much that is already 
familiar to signal engineers – traffic management, interlocking, 
train detection, point control, power and telecoms.  Our 
experience from ENIF has been that the changes to add 
interfaces to the RBC, and to take account of the improvements 
in performance made possible by ERTMS, are well within the 
capabilities of existing interlocking designers, certainly when 
an interlocking product such as Smartlock with its flexible 
programming language and internal data structure is used.

The full transfer of ETCS application tasks to Britain will 
take a little time, because of the need to transfer the large 
experience built up on overseas projects, but a clearly-defined, 
proven approach to specifying and maintaining the detailed 
operational principles applicable to the railway network, and a 
comprehensive set of engineering rules, will allow progressively 
more of the ETCS work to be carried out in Britain, close to the 
customer project teams.  

A PERSONAL VIEW
After initially being sceptical of the value of ENIF, I believe that 
using it as described above is allowing the industry in Britain to 
be more confident about the successful introduction to service of 
ETCS on its existing main lines.

For those involved in the demonstrations, and their wider 
organisations, the learning process to achieve full transfer of skills 
into design and application teams locally is now in progress.  The 
tasks to be carried out in future projects are becoming clear to 
all, and the disciplines needed to implement even a very simple 
scheme in a short timescale, achieving the desired goals without 
the need for rework, are apparent.

For operators as well, there is the chance to see first-hand how 
the standard “toolkit” of ETCS can be applied flexibly to meet 
their aspirations.  But this flexibility also brings risks; the best-
liked and most effective systems are generally the simplest ones, 
and the ability to replicate every nuance of existing operating 
practice, which has evolved over centuries, in ETCS application 
needs to be resisted where it is no longer appropriate.

This article formed the basis of a talk given to the IRSE York 
Section on 19 November 2014.

The RBC Support System screen showing part of Paddington station 
approaches, and the Master Simulator (on-board) allowing testers to 

“drive” over the route
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IRSE MATTERS

The Australasian Section held a joint meeting with the Railway 
Technical Association of Australasia in Auckland from Friday 10 
October to Saturday 11 October.  Prior to the joint meeting the 
IRSE arranged a seminar on Automatic Train Protection (ATP), 
part of a series of seminars being presented around Australasia.  
This was the 3rd seminar, the previous ones being held in 
Adelaide and Melbourne with a fourth one since presented in 
Sydney.
The joint meeting was to celebrate and educate members of 

both organisations on the completion of the project to electrify 
the suburban system of Auckland.  As is usual with such projects, 
electrification was not carried out by itself, the project also 
included providing all new signalling with ATP, alterations and 
updating of infrastructure plus the provision of new electric 3-car 
trains.  The meeting heard papers on many different subjects 
from electrification to details of the new electric trains but the 
two papers that raised the most interest for IRSE members were 
presented by Noel Burton of Siemens and James Clendon of 

Kiwi Rail.  Noel’s paper was on the re-signalling and control of the 
Auckland network with James Clendon talking about the details 
of commissioning a Level 1 ETCS ATP system as part of the re-
signalling.  Both papers are re-printed in this issue of IRSE NEWS. 
The following day, the combined membership visited the depot 

created for the new electric trains and took the opportunity to be 
able to walk under, over and through the new units.  The depot 
had been provided by the manufacturer (CAF of Spain), who 
also has a contract to maintain the trains.  After a pleasant lunch 
at the depot the groups moved on to one of the larger stations 
to inspect signalling equipment including modular signalling 
locations, axle counting systems, Westrace MkII and of course the 
proverbial point machine, in this instance a Westinghouse M23A. 
As well as members from New Zealand attending, over 
50 members from Australia managed the four-hour flight across 
the Tasman Sea as well.

Tony Howker

AUSTRALASIAN SECTION
News from “Down-Under”

IRISH SECTION

102 years after the formation of the Institution, the Irish Section 
was inaugurated at an event in Dublin on 1 December 2014.  At 
11:00, with an attendance of 30 members from Northern Ireland 
and Eire and with the President, Christian Sevestre and Colin 
Porter, the Chief Executive present, the first General Meeting 
of the Section was held at the Training Centre at the Inchicore 
Works of Iarnród Éireann(IE) – Irish Rail.  The IRSE Council 
had formally approved the formation of the section in August 
following receipt of a petition to form an IRSE Local Section from 
members in Ireland earlier that month.  When the Institution was 
founded in 1912, there were 103 members of whom five were 
from Irish railway companies.  At that time, Ireland was a single 
country and part of the then “British Empire.”

Michael Murphy, the Chairman of the ad-hoc committee which 
had been formed to promote the establishment of the section, 
welcomed all to the meeting and thanked IE for their supporting 
in hosting the first meeting.  He had received apologies from a 
number of members who were unable to be present.  He gave a 
brief introduction and background to the formation of the section 
and thanked those members of the ad-hoc committee for their 
work in getting the section established and organising the day’s 
events.

He then sought nominations for the first Chairman, and Sean 
Burns was nominated and duly elected.  Sean then took the chair, 
and elections for the remaining committee members were held, 
following which Sean announced that the first committee for the 
Irish Section would be:

The Inauguration of the Irish Section
Report by Colin Porter

28
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• Chairman: Sean Burns, Iarnród Éireann, Signal Manager 
South & West;

• Secretary: Colin McVea, Translink, Signal Maintenance 
Manager;

• Events Organiser: Michael Murphy, Managing Director, 
RIVVAL Ltd;

• Treasurer: Huw Bates, Translink, Signal Trainer & Assessor
• Vice Chairman: Peter Cuffe, Iarnród Éireann (retired);
• Committee member: Bernard Kernan, RPA, Power & 

Systems Manager.
Sean closed the General Meeting by saying that he hoped the 
new section would promote the following:

• A forum for the diverse group of people and agencies  
involved in signalling and telecommunications on the 
railways, mainline and light rail, in Ireland to meet and discuss 
matters of technical concern;

• Provide support for members wishing to take the IRSE 
examination;

• Provide a focus on railway signalling and train control for 
Engineers Ireland.

After a short break for lunch, and with a number of invited guests 
present, the Launch Session was opened by the newly elected 
Chairman, Sean Burns.  He stated that his involvement with the 
Institution stemmed from attending with a number of other IE 
engineers a signalling course in the early 1980s run by British 
Rail at their training centre at Derby, and subsequently taking 
the IRSE examination.  He highlighted the evolution of signalling 
practices and standards in Ireland through different financial 
regimes and climates, with the aim of improving the condition of 
signalling assets and the training and competence of the people 
involved.  He had been pleased to see 24 people, taking one 
or more modules of the IRSE exam in the same room early in 
October and he felt that this together with the formation of the 
Irish Section would provide a stimulus for increasing knowledge 
of railway signalling and telecommunications practices 
throughout all Ireland.

Then Phil Gaffney, the Chairman of Iarnród Éireann, in his 
welcoming address, said that by next year, he will have been a 
member of the Institution for 50 years.  It was his view that the 
IRSE was as relevant to him and the industry today as it was 
50 years ago, even though he no longer had the same direct 
involvement with the profession.  He was now an Honorary 
Fellow of the Institution, having commenced his involvement in 
the 1960s with the S&T Technical Society in Glasgow and had 

been instrumental in founding the Hong Kong Section in the 
1995.  He was very pleased to see a section formed in Ireland 
and was sure it would help with the professional development of 
engineers and technicians in the country.

Colin McVea, standing in for Clive Bradberry, the Infrastructure 
Executive of Translink, the Northern Ireland railways who had 
been intending to attend but apologised for being unable to at 
short notice, read Clive’s address welcoming the formation of the 
section and promising support for its activities.   

The IRSE President, Christian Sevestre, then added his 
support and encouragement to the new section and wished 
the section every success for the future.  Finally, John Kennedy 
from Engineers Ireland, expressed his support for the new 
section, adding that Engineers Ireland had recently formed a 
Transportation section and he was sure the IRSE local section 
would be able to contribute to that.  He too wished the new 
section every success.

After the welcoming speeches, and a short break, there were 
two technical presentations.  The papers for the presentations 
had been printed in a commemorative booklet given to all 
attendees together with a commemorative mug with the sections 
new logo and a inscribed pen.   

The first paper was presented by Colin McVea from Translink, 
entitled “Signalling With Hindsight – from Clapham to Finaghy 
and Beyond” and gave his insight and experience following 
the Clapham accident in 1988 and his own involvement in the 
Finaghy accident in 1998.  He drew out the issues of training and 
competency, working hours, safety management practices and 
standards, and highlighted the importance of the IRSE Licensing 
Scheme now used by Northern Ireland Railways.

The second paper was given by Peter Cuffe, now retired from 
IE, titled “Railway Signalling – The Irish Way.”  Peter gave some 
details of the evolution of railways in Ireland, and the signalling 
that went with them, highlighting some of the papers presented 
by Irish members to the Institution in 1934 and 1951 as well as 
some of the more unusual pieces of signalling equipment used in 
Ireland over the years to overcome specific problems.

After the presentations, the authors responded to a number of 
questions and points raised by the audience.

In drawing the proceedings to a close, the Chairman, Sean 
Burns, gave some details of the proposed programme of events 
being planned by the Section for 2015.  He finished by thanking 
the authors for their contribution, the guests and members 
present for attending, and IE for their hospitality.  

ASPECT UPDATE
The next IRSE ASPECT conference 
will take place in London on 15-16 
September 2015.  The venue will be 
the Queen Elizabeth II Conference 
Centre in Central London.  As well as 
presentation of technical papers on 
a wide range of topics, the event will 
include an exhibition of signalling 
related products and services, and 
networking opportunities including 
an evening social event.  For those 
who can stay an extra day in London, there will be a chance to 
participate in a choice of technical visits on 17 September.

There has been an excellent response 
to the “call for papers” with 49 
abstracts submitted from all around 
the world.  Only about half this number 
can be accommodated into a two day 
programme, so the organising committee 
now has the tricky task of making a 
selection with a balanced representation 
of countries, companies and topics. 

The authors will be advised of the 
selection in January 2015 and the programme and booking form 
will be published with the May 2015 edition of IRSE NEWS.

Ian Mitchell
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Presentations under way Section booth at Rail Business Asia

The Malaysian Section hosted the inaugural IRSE ASEAN 
Seminar on 8 September 2014 at The Royal Selangor Golf Club, 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.  The Seminar attracted speakers and 
delegates from IRSE Sections from the Association of South East 
Asian Nations (ASEAN) countries such as Malaysia, Indonesia, 
Singapore and Thailand as well as IRSE Sections from Hong 
Kong and Australia.  The Seminar aimed at providing platform 
for members of IRSE Sections around the region to network and 
receive updates of the latest signalling and telecommunications 
development in the countries which the speakers represent. 

The full day Seminar included presentations by speakers invited 
from IRSE Sections around the region and a Site Visit to a Train 
Control Centre in Kuala Lumpur.  Natasha Zulkifli from Land 
Public Transport Commission (Malaysia) or also known as SPAD, 
who is a committee member of the Malaysian Section, opened 
the event with a welcoming note.  It was then followed by the 
keynote address delivered by our Noormah Mohd Noor, Chief 
Executive Officer of Express Rail Link Sdn Bhd, the operator 
of the airport express rail in Kuala Lumpur.  The Seminar then 
continued with speakers from participating countries, with their 
respective topics, as follows:

Ms. Mutiara Zainal Farid, SPAD, Malaysia: 
 SPAD’s Rail Initiatives

Mr. Kim Toon Toh, Land Transport Authority, Singapore:
 Introduction to Systems in Singapore

Mr. Ir. R. Toni Surakusumah, PT Len Railway Systems, Indonesia:
 150 years of S&T technology in Indonesian Railway and its 

future visibility

Mr. Ir. Henry Cheung, Orion Engineering Ltd., Hong Kong:
 Railway Development in Hong Kong 2008 to 2020

Mr. Thomas Godfrey & Mr. Taweerak Poompukdee 
Bombardier, Thailand: 

 An overview of the signalling systems in Thailand

The Inaugural IRSE ASEAN Seminar 2014
Hazwan Rahman, Head of Strategic Development, CMC Engineering (Malaysia)

MALAYSIAN SECTION

Mr. Richard Hobby (Licensing Registrar for IRSE UK), JMD 
Railtech, Australia: 

 Developing and maintaining staff competence

Mr. S. Mahendran, Keretapi Tanah Melayu Berhad (KTMB, 
previously known as Malayan Railway Company), Malaysia:

 KTMB’s Signalling System

The first half of the Seminar was concluded with a networking 
lunch, following which, all delegates proceeded to KL Sentral 
for the Site Visit to Keretapi Tanah Melayu Berhad (KTMB)’s Train 
Control Centre.  The Site Visit was jointly hosted the Signalling 
and Communications department of KTMB.  Mr S Mahendran, 
Operations Manager at KL Sentral Station, provided an overview 
of the signalling system in KTMB and the operation of the control 
centre.  Delegates were taken to visit the platform of KTMB 
Komuter, the commuter network with 57 stations serving Greater 
Kuala Lumpur and surrounding suburban areas.  This was then 
followed by a visit to the Train Control Centre and an Equipment 
Room, during which the Control Centre engineers explained their 
operational roles.

The Seminar and Site Visit was proven to be a productive event 
as all delegates had the opportunities to get to know other 
colleagues in the industry, especially from other countries.  This 
cross border knowledge sharing initiatives are hoped to be 
continued especially with the massive growth opportunity in the 
railway industry that is currently witnessed in South East Asia.    

The inaugural IRSE ASEAN Seminar was organised one day 
before the Rail Business Asia 2014 Exhibition from 9 to 11 
September in the Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre.  This is 
an annual event organised by UBM starting year 2013, where 
the Malaysian Section was inaugurated in the presence of 
Honourable Prime Minister of Malaysia.   The Malaysian Section 
participated in the 2014 exhibition and we received encouraging 
response from the visitors in getting to know IRSE and its 
activities.   

The Malaysian Section would like to offer its sincere gratitude 
to all participants from Malaysia and overseas for their support in 
making the event successful.

IRSE MATTERS
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Minor Railways Section Group at Alresford, November 2014 

Alresford Signal Box FrameAlresford Footbridge and Lower Quadrant Signals

MINOR RAILWAYS SECTION
Signalling on the Watercress Line

Report by Clive Kessell, photographs by Craig Donald, Clive Kessell and Kevin Weston

The Heritage Sector never ceases to amaze, with its capacity 
for enthusiasm, dedication and engineering expertise.  A visit in 
November 2014 to the Mid Hants Railway (otherwise known as 
the Watercress Line) by the IRSE Minor Railways Section, itself 
formed a few years ago to promote and publicise the signalling 
and telecommunications exploits of the preserved railways, 
revealed some interesting developments and novel signalling.  
The line running from Alton to Alresford in deepest Hampshire, 
originally extended to Winchester but was closed by BR in 1973.  
A Preservation Society was soon formed but raising finance 
and negotiating purchase and lease deals with a generally 
unsympathetic BR was in those days a much harder task.  By the 
time that an agreement was reached to commence services in 
1977, only the Alresford to Ropley section still had track, with 
the route westwards having to be abandoned for good, the M3 
crossing its trackbed near to Winchester.

From slow beginnings, the rest as they say is history and the 
Watercress is in the big league of heritage lines.  Relaying track 
firstly to Medstead and Four Marks, then to Alton where the 
South West Trains line from Aldershot and Farnham terminates, 
the line has a mainline connection so can accommodate 
excursion trains from the national network.  The lines impressive 
collection of steam and diesel locomotives plus a wealth of 
carriage rolling stock is well known and a busy service is operated 
during the summer months to cater for the ever growing leisure 
market.

SIGNALLING THE LINE
But what of the signalling, so long a less publicised technology 
on heritage lines?  The work achieved has followed a similar 
pattern to many preserved lines with traditional style signalboxes 
and signals, procured from a variety of sources, installed and 
commissioned at the station sites and aimed to give a taste 
of what signalling was like in olden days.  At Alresford, the 
signalbox was still in position albeit in a somewhat decrepit state 
but was restored to a workable condition with lower quadrant 
signal arms re-attached to the remaining signal structures.  
One train working was instigated to Ropley where the newly 
created run round loop was controlled by ground frames, to be 
succeeded shortly after by train staff and ticket block working.  
Down the years, enhancements at Alresford, including the 
erection of the former footbridge from Uckfield and attachment 
of semaphore signals, have enabled the complete layout to be 
controlled from the box including all siding connections and 
shunt movements.

Extending the line to Medstead meant provision at Ropley of 
firstly an extended ground frame to control the passing loop and 
in due course a ‘new’ box.  This came in bits from a number of 
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been installed.  This controls 1.8 miles (~3 km) of track towards 
Medstead including the Meon loop plus the station run round 
and berthing sidings.  There is an adjacent relay room and all 
points are motor operated, signals are colour light and the entire 
layout is fully track circuited.  

The clever bit comes with the desire not to have to staff yet 
another box during lighter periods of traffic, so the Watercress 
signalling experts devised a method of intelligent signal 
and point control such that operations can continue with 
the box closed and reversion to one train working.  In these 
circumstances, a train leaving Medstead with the Alton token 
will, with suitable approach control, automatically clear the 
signals into platform 3.  Timings are set so that once the train 
has slowed to the correct speed, a mid platform signal will clear 
allowing the train to stop fully in the platform where passengers 
then get off and board.  The run round points will have been 
set to let the locomotive draw clear and proceed into the head 
shunt, whence the points will automatically change to allow 
the loco to run round and proceed back to the station loop 
entry signal.  There the engine crew push a plunger to either 
set back into the platform or return to the berthing sidings.  
Electric ground signals change automatically according to point 
operation and detection.  To return to Medstead, the crew insert 
the token into a special machine that permits signals and points 
to be set for the return journey.  When the box is closed, the 
automatic working does not allow the Meon loop to be used.  
This sequence of events has taken some innovative thinking for 
relay based logic and is a tribute to the Mid Hants Railway staff 
involved and the design team.

Access to and from the main line platform 2 is by a ground 
frame with firstly verbal communication to the NR controlling box 
at Woking and then a series of mutual ‘slottings’ such that both 
NR and the Watercress signaller are confident that the movement 
can be made safely.  The signal controlling the entry to platform 
3 is equipped with a route indicator that clears once the main line 
movement is authorised and the points reversed.  Eventually the 
NR control point will be Basingstoke ROC.

Thanks are extended to the Watercress Line staff for allowing 
this visit and for the facilities provided including a sumptuous 
lunch.  Many of the signal engineers are professionals on the ‘big 
railway’ but others come from a number of professions with a 
variety of skills on offer.  Long may this type of dedication exist in 
the heritage sector.  

sources but mainly from Netley near to Southampton, when that 
box closed.  The temporary terminus at Medstead with ‘one train 
working’ did not last long as the line soon reached Alton where 
the spare No 3 platform was available.  This meant that a box to 
control the loop at Medstead was required.  This latter came from 
Wilton South just to the west of Salisbury, and was commissioned 
in 1985.  For the next 25 years the section onwards to Alton was 
operated under ‘one train working’ arrangements with ground 
frames at the station for the run round loop and connection to 
Network Rail.

Signal Equipment
These three boxes all have Stevens frames, at Alresford 18 
levers, Ropley 30 levers and Medsted 21 levers.  Locking is 
achieved by mechanical trays and electric locks, many of which 
have been overhauled or renewed over time as the signalling 
facilities expanded.  Westwards of Ropley box, signals are all 
lower quadrant London and South Western Railway pattern 
and eastwards, they are upper quadrant Southern Railway type.  
Single line control is achieved by Tyers electric token instruments 
and none of the three boxes can be switched out to facilitate 
any long section working.  One oddity at Alresford is lever 
No 5, which is ‘push pull’ to control two separate shunt signals 
with its normal position being half way in the frame.  Points are 
mechanical rod operated and most signals are wire worked, a 
current problem being obtaining replacement signal wire thus 
demonstrating the reduced demand for such wire on Network 
Rail.  Control relays are a mixture of shelf and plug in types 
located in adjacent trackside apparatus cases.  Communication 
between boxes is in buried or surface laid cable

THE ALTON CHALLENGE
With growing traffic levels, one train working between Medstead 
and Alton was becoming a serious restriction.  Space prevented 
any additional platforms but it was possible to provide a loop just 
outside the station where the Meon Valley line once ran.  This 
loop was duly provided but needed to have proper signalled 
movement control.  The answer has been to build a new box.  
The superstructure may have once been a box but had been 
used as a platform office for many years and is now on a new 
brick base.  The original intention of having a lever frame with 
mechanically controlled points and signals was abandoned as 
the loop signalling was too far away.  Thus a panel with individual 
function switches originally used at Chichester Signal Box, has 

Alton Relay RoomAlton Interface

IRSE MATTERS
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©Italian Curiosities
I read the interesting “Curiosity Corner” article of Charles Lung 
in IRSE News (Issue 205), and first of all I think it should be said 
that the signals in fact are four, and should be read in a vertical 
way: from right to left, we can find a single head signal with 
triangle; immediately attached to it, a double head signal (with 
square plates) with the arrow (that signals a different track, see 
below), then the double head signal with round plates and finally 
the single head signal with the triangle, at the far left.  This 
latter refers to the track near the photographer, the one with 
the double head refers to the adjacent track still clearly visible, 
before the platform; the other two are signalling the two tracks 
that can be seen (with some difficulty) between the near platform 
and the adjacent one (to see this latter platform, note that it 
contains also a mast for station lighting that extends over the 
picture).  More, the line is double-tracked.
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North Eastern Railway Engineers’ Forum
23 September 2014

Report by Ian Moore

Each September, the North Eastern Railway Engineers’ Forum 
(NEREF) holds its annual meeting in York.  NEREF seeks to 
emulate the national Railway Engineers’ Forum at a local level.  
It represents the Institution of Civil Engineers, the Institution 
of Mechanical Engineers, the Institution of Engineering and 
Technology and the Permanent Way Institution as well as the 
Institution of Railway Signal Engineers, in north east England.

In the past, NEREF always held its meetings at the 
National Railway Museum (NRM).  This year we moved to the 
York Engineers’ Triangle (YET), the location for Network Rail’s 
new Rail Operating and Workforce Development Centres 
which happened to be the subject of our first paper.  The York 
Engineers’ Triangle made a superb venue, much appreciated by 
the 140 attendees, all the more so as it was only a few days after 
its official opening!

Andy Martin, Jon Fenn, Louisa McAndrew and Luan Anderson 
explained the development of the YET ranging from 
archaeological research required prior to construction to the 
specification of building services.  Particularly fascinating was the 
need for the Rail Operating Centre to anticipate the requirements 
of taking control of separate areas over a number of years with in 
some cases implementation of the Traffic Management System 
happening at a later date.  

Stuart Baker gave an overview of many of the developments 
on the East Coast Main Line in a very entertaining and memory 
jogging yet thought provoking presentation.

Andrew Went gave an update on developments in the 
proposals for High Speed 2 (HS2) in the North.  Many topics 
were off-limits pending publication of the outcome of formal 
consultations but very interesting were the references to the need 
to consider opportunities for planning electrification for HS2 
together with Midland Main Line (and HS3 with Trans Pennine) 
and the need to consider interfacing with an existing railway, for 
example at Leeds, that will have been considerably developed to 
handle much more traffic by the time that HS2 opens.

YORK SECTION

FEEDBACK

Simon Coulthard presented a paper on the South Yorkshire Tram 
Trains pilot.  This involves Sheffield Supertram being connected 
to Network Rail metals near Meadowhall South (and the future 
HS2 station!) to access Rotherham Parkgate, compatibility with 
both tramway and main line railway standards and future proofing 
against such things as a.c. electrification as well as encouraging 
plenty of lateral thinking!

A very full programme was rounded off with lively discussion 
sessions.

In past years, on the afternoon of the day of the Forum, also 
at the NRM, we had an educational session for school children 
in Year 8 to encourage them to consider a career in railway 
engineering.  They took part in demonstrations of features of 
railway technology and a competitive bridge building project.  
We gave them a prototype bridge to copy (or not) which would 
then be tested to destruction against those built by the children.  
It was not unknown for our team of professional engineers to be 
beaten by a team of 12 year olds!

This year, we tried out the same format at one of the schools 
that normally competes - Temple Moor School in Leeds.  As with 
all the schools in recent years, we were impressed with how the 
children got on with their task with the minimum of fuss and it 
was interesting to see the different approaches to working as 
teams.

From 2015, we hope to take the children’s event to the YET 
also.  The Workforce Development team there are very keen to 
look ahead and encourage future recruitment by making this 
possible.

So, many thanks to everyone at the YET for their help and 
support, and to all our speakers.  We look forward to being back 
there in September 2015 and are actively working up what we 
hope will be a very interesting and topical programme!

Then it should be clarified that, as the reader correctly guessed, 
the number “306” does not refer to the identification plate of 
the signal but instead to (the identification plate of) the block 
section that follows the signal; in Italy, the identification of each 
signal is made taking into account the position of the signal itself, 
generally without use of identification marks: as in the case of 
the image, all those signals are starting signals (because they 
are signalling to departing trains, in this case towards Genova) 
leading to section 306.  This indication in taken into account 
particularly when the signal does not show a “proceed” aspect 
(due to a failure, for example) and thus the driver is facilitated in a 
correct checking of (printed) route description before contacting 
the dispatcher for the needed written order.

As per square versus round plates, please keep in mind that 
in Italy we follow the British practice of “left hand travelling” 
(that is, trains usually travel on the left tracks even though there 
is a widespread use of provision for routing trains indifferently 
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Innovation is Hard in Signalling
It seems strange writing this letter, in that it is being read by 
a world-wide audience, strange I hear you ask, but yes that is 
what I feel (one of the benefits of membership though).  I write 
the letter/write-up on purpose to get support and opinion from 
further a field.  The letter/write-up is written to create debate as 
to whether the risk is too high for an idea I have.

In the late 1970s Westpac Geographical Interlockings came as 
part of their configuration with relay shorting units mimicking 
back contacts made.  This enabled a lean approach to the units 
as the relays they were mimicking would never pick, this saved 
on cost and power It also saved on relay servicing, maintenance 
costs and gave greater reliability.  I remember a long time ago 
asking the question without fully understanding (I was only 
young), why aren’t there any with the front contacts made?

Now the clock has changed and times move on and the railways 
of today are somewhat different in their requirements.  Whilst 
safety is still the number one priority, performance and reliability 
are running very close behind.  Encompassed in the requirements 
above is the need to make changes to the railway, keeping the 
railways open for longer, the time that was previously afforded 
for commissionings has, and in some cases, still is being reduced.  
Today’s commissionings are looked at in a different light, in some 
cases the only option is to close the railway for say 72 hours or 
even a number of weeks.  But where the railway is in a greater 
demand to remain open then other, dare I say it (out of the box) 
methods are needed to be looked at.    

The idea for Innovation, I have read, may not come at once, 
for me it has been a long time for my original question to 
mean something.  The availability or requirement to use a 
relay with contacts mimicked ‘Up’ – Energised, may now be 
here.  The scenario is for a Switch and Crossing renewal or a 
Switch and Crossing recovery with restricted access to the route 
infrastructure.  With the availability or numerous but little stages 
pre stage wiring can be completed prior to the Switch and 
Crossing being installed.  The converse is available for the the 
latter, the wiring and relays can be left in situ after the  S&C has 
been removed.  

The scenario where we have to keep red light proving for a 
junction that is no longer there.  Again possibly applying straps 
design in a plug in unit to do the job.  

If we were to use a pre manufactured relay, with the unit pin 
coded to mimic the relay it was replacing it would afford an 
easier change-over with out the need for applying straps.  I agree 
we should really remove the infrastructure fully but signalling 
design, installation and testing resource is not in an abundance 
as and when the requirements were written.  

If the Signalling Engineers of the world are totally against this 
then I will get back in my box.

Martin Marsden

Italian Curiosities (2) 
Visiting Felix Schmid in Birmingham I came to browse through 
IRSE NEWS issue 205 and found the Italian signals in La Spezia 
station causing questions.  As I am always eager to compare 
different railway (signalling) systems myself, I thought I might 
see if help is available and actually it is and, rather close to 
home.  “European Railway Signalling”, published by the IRSE in 
1995, of which pages 80 to 83 offer competent answers to most 
questions:

• all signals are main signals;

• a round signal light background is the standard version 
providing signalling from the left track side to a train running 
on the (standard) left track; a square background belongs 
to a signal light for a right hand track, hence the downward 
pointing arrow;

• a single signal light provides one aspect, red (stop) or green 
(line speed allowed);

FEEDBACK
on the right or left track, depending on which one fits best the 
scheduled timetable and / or other constraints): so, signals are 
usually placed at the left of the affected track and have a round 
backplate; when installed at the right, the backplate is square.

Since this may be confusing to the driver, installing a signal 
at the right of the track is allowed only when the track can be 
travelled at full speed by passing trains (as in the case of the 
signal depicted, with the double heads) or when there are 
other constraints (space, sighting, etc.), but in those cases the 
trains should stop at the station and only then can the signal be 
cleared.

More on this subject, when such a signal is near a signal with 
a round table (as in the case depicted), an arrow should be 
mounted on the signal, which should be lit (can be clearly 
seen even in daylight!) when the “right hand” signal shows a 
“proceed” aspect, to avoid any signal misreading by drivers on 
neighbouring tracks.

The triangle under the signal in fact does the same job of the 
second head of the other two signals (with circular and squared 
plates respectively): the second signal head is used to signal a 
speed restriction (when needed by the route selected), but since 
equipping all signals with double head is costly, this is used only 
on tracks that can be run over at full speed: on the other tracks 
the triangle is used, and the speed should be limited to 30 km/h 
independently of the route chosen (can be 60 km/h when inside 
the triangle the number “60” is painted).

The “black box” under the signals with double heads (that, as 
said above, are the only one that can be passed at full speed) 
does not contain a route indication (from La Spezia to Genova 
there is just one route that can be taken, so route indication 
is not used in this case), but instead an indication that is used 
when, under exceptional circumstances, the station should be 
un-manned: the interlocking can be configured and locked in 
such a way that only the passing tracks are used (by passing 
trains), no shunting or overtaking is possible; in this case an 
indication is lit and the train drivers are informed of the fact.  Of 
course there is a heavy degradation of regularity, but operating 
trains is still possible.

Hoping to having solved the doubts, I would finally thank 
Mr. Lung for the acute observations – curiosity is the basis of 
engineering, after all.

With my Best Regards

Alessandro Pellerano

• the two signals seen here are supported by a triangular disc 
without number, indicating 30 km/h;

• two lights can show red over green, red, and finally green.  
Aspects other than “stop” can be complemented with one or 
two horizontal light bars (in the black square) to differentiate 
further permissible speeds.

The common number 306 finally is related to the signal box.  I 
do hope this helps sufficiently.

Matthias Beth
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The Signalling Design Group (SDG) within Network Rail undertakes pre-feasibility, scheme development and  
detailed design for a wide range of schemes nationally, from high-profile multidiscipline projects through  
to intricate alterations for legacy signalling equipment. 

Signalling Design Manager
Reading x 2 posts (IRC988747)
Due to one promotion and one forthcoming retirement, we wish to fill both posts in our Reading office. Our 
SDMs are responsible for delivery of design projects, managing a team of around 15 designers. We are seeking 
signalling engineers with demonstrable experience in signalling design, supported by suitable professional 
qualifications such as IRSE licences and IEng/CEng. Equally important is the ability to lead and motivate a 
team, communicate effectively with clients and other parties, and manage a portfolio of concurrent projects. 

One post will focus on scheme development projects, the other on detailed design works; candidates should 
have strong experience in one field and at least an appreciation of the other such that they could manage 
designers engaged in a variety of projects over time.

In addition to the usual benefits of working for NR (e.g. subsidised travel), joining SDG gives you the 
unique opportunity to engage directly with key stakeholders both within and external to NR, influence 
industry best practice and contribute to the future direction of signalling, something much harder  
to achieve from outside NR.

Our forthcoming workbank is especially strong due to the volume of investment in renewals and 
enhancements, hence we are looking to strengthen our team at all levels. Other current vacancies include: 

Signalling Principles Designer
Birmingham (IRC940008)
This is a scheme development post, requiring experience in producing scheme plans using PLANS 
software, undertaking risk assessments and supporting option selection and signal sighting.  
They typically provide mentoring to others in the team.

Signalling Designers
Birmingham (IRC948545), Swindon (IRC928964), Reading (IRC966201)
The Birmingham and Swindon posts are scheme development posts for those newer to 
design, working under the direction of Signalling Principles Designers described above.  
The Reading post is at a similar level but with an emphasis on detailed design of equipment.

To apply please visit www.networkrail.co.uk/careers quoting the relevant job reference.

We also have offices in Glasgow, York, Crewe, Birmingham, Swindon, Reading and 
Croydon. Entry level through to more senior level signalling vacancies can be found at 
the Network Rail careers website.

All vacancies close on Friday 23rd January 2015.

Network Rail welcomes applications from a diverse range of candidates regardless of 
background, disability or gender and is committed to interviewing all applicants who declare 
a disability and meet the essential criteria advertised. We are striving to achieve the ‘two ticks’ 
disability symbol and to create a workforce as diverse as the communities we serve.

@NetworkRailJOBS

/NetworkRailJobs

/company/network-rail
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Help us to deliver  
world-class railway 
solutions.

Utilising our years of experience to bring  
together design, technical excellence and delivery 
capabilities, at Amey we’re proud to be renewing 
and upgrading Network Rail’s infrastructure.  
As a leading provider of signalling control systems 
engineering, we’re providing time and cost-effective 
solutions to our customer and we’re looking for  
the most talented people to make that happen.  
Think that could be you? Then read on. 

We’re looking for people to join us in the following roles:
Project Managers - London/South East/ National
Senior Testing Engineers – London/South East
Senior Project Engineers – London/South East
Overhead Line Engineers/Supervisors – East Midlands 
Testing Engineers – North/South

Boasting clients that include Network Rail, Transport for London 
and many of the major train operating companies and rail 
providers, at Amey our teams experience the rare opportunity of 
seeing a project through from start to finish. That’s because we 
use state-of-the-art computer based control systems and 
mechanical equipment to deliver services from design and 
installation, right through to testing and maintenance. Ultimately, 
our ability to use new technology in older railway environments 
means a better and more reliable service for the customers.  

There’s never been a better time to join us on this exciting journey. 
To find out more visit amey.co.uk/careers 
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Advertisement

How Siemens is investing in, and expanding, its expertise in the region.

Transforming rail in the Midlands

Over 140,000 passengers use Birmingham 
New Street Station every day, with a train 
leaving the station every 37 seconds.  
As the busiest station outside London, 
it currently sees more than double the 
number of passengers it was originally 
designed to accommodate. But thanks 
to the high level of maintenance and 
investment, the station will be completely 
transformed by 2018.

As one of their flagship projects, Siemens 
is working collaboratively and safely with 
Network Rail on Birmingham New Street, 
and providing the signalling that will create 
a more reliable service, making a real 
impact on the lives of the passengers  
in the West Midlands. Matt Kent, Head 
of Delivery, Central West, explains that 
Siemens’ portfolio of rail projects is  
growing significantly larger year after year. 
“Our office in Birmingham is looking after  
a range of Network Rail projects, each being 
a multidisciplinary scheme with a healthy 
order book. 

“Our other big ticket projects currently 
include the Watford resignalling project, 
East-West rail, which is a new railway 
between Bicester and Oxford, Banbury 
Resignalling and the Bromsgrove 
resignalling project. Our Derby remodelling 
project, which is a major Network Rail hub, 
is also due to commence in around six 
months and will be completed in 2018.”

Siemens looks after a lot of smaller projects, 
too. Matt says that these are very popular 
with the employees at the Birmingham 
office. “These are the interesting projects 
that our engineers like to work on because 
they are unusual, offer more of a challenge 
or have a novelty associated with them.”

And, with over 130 people, the Siemens 
Birmingham office is currently looking to 
expand its in-house numbers by creating 
more design and project management 
teams. Its recently refurbished workplace 
in the heart of the city centre is easily 
commutable and combines an open plan 
environment with excellent facilities.

The technology portfolio is also a huge 
part of the Siemens offering. While it’s 
up-to-date with every aspect of traditional 
and current signalling technology, Siemens 
is also well placed to move towards future 
technology, too. 

John Gill, Regional Engineering Manager, 
Central West, explains: “We have a very 
diverse skillset here and that’s a powerful 
offering. We’re essentially a one stop shop 
for delivery and engineering excellence. 
Everything here is under one roof and 
utilised by the whole team.”

Siemens looks after its employees and the 
culture of training and succession planning 
means everyone has their own individual 
career plan showing where they could 
potentially go in the next year and beyond. 

Training is available to all and there’s also 
a lot of additional support available for less 
experienced members of the team. 

In addition, John mentions that there is 
also a focus on wellbeing: “There’s a big 
safety culture in the office: Zero Harm is 
embedded in all our people and we firmly 
believe that all accidents can be prevented.”

This safe, encouraging and successful 
team has grown hugely in the past two 
years through development and training 
and is committed to creating a larger 
in-house team to ensure they rely less on 
contractors and concentrate on further 
expanding their expertise.

siemens.co.uk/careers

Open day
The Siemens Birmingham office is 
holding an open day on Thursday 29th 
January 2015 from 12pm-6.30pm. 
This is a great opportunity to have a 
look around the office, get a feel for the 
organisation and meet some current 
employees. If you’re interested in a 
career at Siemens, the company will do 
all it can to make a role to fit individual 
rail backgrounds and skillsets. 

Venue:
etc. Venues, Maple House,  
150 Corporation Street,  
Birmingham B4 6TB

12pm-6.30pm, Thursday 29th 
January 2015

Siemens Rail Automation 
Birmingham, Manchester & Derby

Roles available:
Design Managers & Engineers 
Birmingham, Manchester, Derby 
All Levels

Project Engineers 
Birmingham, Manchester, Derby 
All Levels

Test Engineers 
Birmingham, Manchester, Derby 
All Levels

Project Manager 
Birmingham, Derby

Quantity Surveyor 
Birmingham

Commercial Manager 
Birmingham, Manchester

Civils Construction Manager 
Birmingham, Manchester

Civil Installation Manager 
Birmingham, Manchester

If you are unable to make it to the 
open day and would like a confidential 
chat about potential opportunities, 
contact Savin Sathyanath 
savin.sathyanath.ext@siemens.com
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MEMBERSHIP MATTERS

Current Membership: 5186

ADMISSIONS
We have great pleasure in welcoming the following members 
newly elected to the Institution:

Fellow
Bhimavarapu S R Efftronics Systems Pvt Ltd India
Gupta S Indian Railways India
Keevey R Iarnrod Eireann Ireland

Member
Benetti S Siemens Rail Automation Australia
Carney P F Atkins UK
Edmonds M W SIMS Ltd UK
Kalatzis D Saudi Railway Company Saudi Arabia 
Lali M S London Underground UK
Nema A B Siemens Rail Automation India
Russo A AeS Group Brazil
Strooij C TuMotus GmbH Germany
Strooij H TuMotus GmbH Germany
Taylor J D Network Rail UK

Accredited Technician

Associate Member
Atkin M Siemens Rail Automation UK
Beavers A Network Rail UK
Bell D T Amey UK
Hayward L M Network Rail UK
Ho I C Mitsubishi Heavy Ind Macau
Jarvis S Siemens Rail Automation UK
Kumar R Delhi Metro Rail Corp India
Lopez-Sanchez J J Transport for NSW Australia
Madda V R Bombardier Rail Sig S’vices Australia
Samdul M S Ansaldo STS Malaysia
Stoneham M Australia Rail Track Corp Australia
van Erven A S Dura Vermeer BV Netherlands
Xaba P S PRASA Rail Ops South Korea
Zheng Q Public Transport Centre Australia

Affiliate

TRANSFERS

Student to Member

Affiliate to Member

Associate Member to Member

Accredited Technician to Member

Accredited Technician to Associate Member

RESIGNATIONS

ENGINEERING COUNCIL REGISTRATIONS

DEATHS
It is with great regret that we have to report the death of the 
following members:   Clements B, Member and Oehler J G, 
Past President and Honorary Fellow.

Gahlot P TVSC UK
Parsons A L Carillion Rail Projects UK
Rose S Network Rail UK
Storey R C Self Employed Australia
Taylor D MPI Ltd UK
Wheeler C Network Rail UK

Bo J Concord Corporation Singapore
Bradac C Metro Trains Melbourne Australia
Brown P Ravenglass & Eskdale Rly UK
Chapman J URS UK
Chiong J S H Regional Rail Link Authority Australia
Clapham A D Atkins UK
Claxton J Interfleet Technology Ltd UK
Cookman M Ravenglass & Eskdale Rly UK
Courtney R Atkins UK
Courts A Atkins UK
Dimartino J John Holland Australia
Emerson C J Network Rail UK
Evans I S MGB Engineering Ltd UK
Fernando N S UGL Ltd Australia
Fiori J Network Rail UK

Franckart J-P, Koch D, Hutchinson M A, Radi H

Holmes R Final IEng registration
Marshall J Final IEng registration
Russo M Final IEng registration

RE-INSTATEMENTS

Gil Martell D H Network Rail UK
Kayirasora A Network Rail UK
Knott L London Underground UK
Lee R J UK
Merry S H ATA Recruitment Ltd UK
Nicolas J L Regional Rail Link Authority Australia
Ota M West Japan Rly Company Japan
Paley S J Network Rail UK
Pickering A North Yorkshire Moors Rly UK
Proc J Atkins UK
Roseveare J R Atkins UK
Shipman R C Corris Railway UK
Teotia N JMD Railtech Pvt Ltd India
Thomas J R Peak Rail UK
Turnbull L Carillion Rail UK

Waghorne A J URS UK

Gabai B Aurecon Australia

Hashemi A Ansaldo UK
Isireddy R P R Bombardier T’portation UK
Pilling M A Siemens Rail Automation UK
Stone R Siemens Rail Automation UK
Wistance E MGB International Australia

Elrick N London Underground UK
Stafrace C Siemens Rail Automation UK

Mooney G J R SIMS Ltd UK

Barwick C J Signalling Solutions Ltd UK

Affiliate to Associate Member
Gajapathy S W S Atkins (India) Pvt Ltd India

Student to Associate Member
Makam N Hyder Consulting India Pvt India

Abdullah    N Perrin     D M
Grizzle    M Warner     R

Companion to Fellow
Burrows C First Group UK


